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Spring 2014 Commencement Program

May 9 at 7 p.m.; May 10 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.; May 11 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Luis M. Proenza, President of The University of Akron, Presiding

Prelude Music
Rolling Thunder          Henry Filmore
Canzon duodecimi toni        Giovanni Gabrieli
Wachet Auf: Cantata 140      J.S. Bach
Sonata No. 12               Johann Pezel
Shenandoah                  Quinto Maganini
The University of Akron Brass Choir
Andrew Larson, Conductor

Fanfare
Ceremonial Piece            William MacDavis
The University of Akron Brass Choir

Processional
(The audience will remain seated.)
Grand March                  Giacomo Meyerbeer
Pomp and Circumstance        Sir Edward Elgar
Trumpet Voluntary            Jeremiah Clarke
The University of Akron Brass Choir

The National Anthem
(The audience is invited to stand and sing.)
Led by Vandi Enzor Terill
Student, School of Music
The University of Akron Brass Choir

Welcome and Introduction
Luis M. Proenza
President, The University of Akron

Greetings
Member
Board of Trustees

Music
Symphony No. 1 for Brass I: Marcato    Brian Balmages
The University of Akron Brass Choir

Address to the Candidates
Luis M. Proenza
President, The University of Akron

America the Beautiful
(The audience will remain seated.)
Led by Vandi Enzor Terill
Student, School of Music
The University of Akron Brass Choir

In the May 9 evening ceremony, there will be a presentation of degree candidates for the College of Engineering and College of Business Administration.
In the May 10 morning ceremony, there will be a presentation of degree candidates for the Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences (undergraduate degrees).
In the May 10 afternoon ceremony, there will be a presentation of degree candidates for the Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences (graduate degrees) and Summit College.
In the May 11 morning ceremony, there will be a presentation of degree candidates for the College of Education, College of Polymer Sciences and Polymer Engineering, and Wayne College.
In the May 11 afternoon ceremony, there will be a presentation of degree candidates for the College of Health Professions.
In the May 18 ceremony, there will be a presentation of degree candidates for the School of Law.
THE PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES

The presentation of candidates for Doctoral Degrees
The presentation of candidates for Master’s Degrees
The presentation of candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees
The presentation of candidates for Associate Degrees

Sonnet  Enrique de Valderrabano
The Round Battle Galliard  John Dowland
Vals Venezolano No. 3  Antonio Lauro
Mazurka-Choro  Heitor Villa-Lobos
Classical Gas  Mason Williams
Op. 35 No. 17  Fernando Sor
Concerto in D  Antonio Vivaldi
   I – Allegro Giusto
   II – Largo
   III – Allegro
Sonata Op. 5  Ferdinando Carulli
Gran Vals  Francisco Terraga
Parazula  Celso Machado
Adam Sarata – Guitar

THE ALMA MATER (The audience is invited to stand and sing. See Page 54.)

Led by Vandi Enzor Terill
The University of Akron Brass Choir

WELCOME OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION TO THE CLASS OF 2014

May 9
Paul Douglas (’06)
National Alumni Board of Directors

May 10
Matthew Akers (’00)
Alumni Association

May 11
William Kollman (’08, ’10)
Alumni Association

STUDENT RESPONSE

May 9, Evening
Gabrielle Dimengo
May 10, Morning
Stephen McNulty
May 10, Afternoon
Molly Raspopovich
May 11, Morning
Bryan Gannon
May 11, Afternoon
Veronica Liebchen

THE AKRON BLUE AND GOLD

The University of Akron Brass Choir

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The audience will be seated.

Postlude and Recessional
Suité by Tylman Susato
The University of Akron Brass Choir

*Presentation of candidates is in the order of college founding date.
Academic Processional & Ceremonial Customs

The pageantry of commencement is rooted in traditions that are centuries old. The following information is designed to assist you in understanding the significance of these ceremonial rites.

Processional
The academic processional is an official prelude to the commencement ceremony. The University marshal leads the procession, bearing the University Mace, which represents the authority of both the University and of the state. Following the University marshal are the members of the platform party including trustees, recipient(s) of honorary degrees, and the president of the University, who wears a medallion with inscriptions representing the history of the state and the University. Next come the members of the faculty followed by the degree candidates.

The marching order of candidates customarily reflects the historical order in which the various colleges or schools of the University were established. Led by marshals, the candidates for degrees march in with their respective colleges.

Academic Attire
The academic regalia worn at commencement is of medieval origin. The scholars of Bologna, Paris, Oxford, Cambridge, and Heidelberg dressed in a manner to distinguish themselves from the merchants and other townspeople. When the universities first came into being in the 12th century, “learned clerks” robed themselves in gowns, caps, and hoods, thus signifying the distinction between “town” and “gown.” As additional universities came into being, their faculties adopted distinctive forms of the gown and hood for bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees.

These customs are reflected in today’s academic attire. In Europe, a professor generally wears the type of garment customary in the university where he or she is lecturing. In the United States, however, professors wear the gown and hood of the university where they earned their highest degree. All commencement ceremony participants at The University of Akron are attired in the appropriate academic apparel. University marshals are distinguished by their blue and gold robes and Elizabethan caps.

Caps and Tassels
The cap, also called the mortarboard, may have been derived from the squarish cap worn by the masons of the Middle Ages, or perhaps was suggested by the shape of the books which occupied so much of the scholar’s time. In the United States, the cap is usually flat and square in shape. In Europe, one sometimes sees caps of other varieties. Attached to a button atop the mortarboard is a tassel; associate’s are often silver in color; bachelor’s and master’s are black or of a color appropriate to the college from which the candidate is being graduated; and doctor’s are usually golden.

Gowns
Originally, the gown may simply have been a type of overcoat to protect the teacher from the cold in unheated buildings. The cut or style appears to derive from ecclesiastical attire and most often is black. The associate’s and bachelor’s gowns generally have a closed front and open sleeves. The master’s gown more often has long, closed sleeves, from which the arms extend through a slit at the wrist. The doctor’s gown is faced down the front with velvet panels and has bell-shaped sleeves adorned with three velvet bars.

Hoods
A triangular fold of cloth worn over the back of the gown, the hood is faced with colors which denote the field of study represented by the wearer’s degree. The colors of the lining indicate the college or academic discipline in which the degree is granted. Recipients of the doctor of philosophy degree wear royal blue hoods, and their caps feature golden tassels. Those who have earned the doctor of education degree wear light blue hoods and tassels.

Colors
The various colleges and academic disciplines of The University of Akron are represented by the following hood and tassel colors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>College/Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Summit College, Bachelor’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drab</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>Polymer Science and Polymer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Health Professions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>Summit College and Wayne College Associate’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Arts and Sciences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Banners
The impressive backdrop for the ceremony consists of the banners of the nine colleges and the Graduate School. Each banner bears the name and founding date of the college it represents. Banners were first instituted at The University of Akron in the spring of 1995.

The University Seal and the Presidential Medallion
A seal serves to confirm, ratify, or secure an emblem, symbol, or word that is used to certify a signature or authenticate a document. The use of official seals dates back to the Norman Conquest in 1066. During the next century, seals were used throughout England to authenticate documents. Persons of rank had unique seals befitting their status. Most seals were circular or oval-shaped and bore heraldic designs embossed on their faces.

The use of seals became part of academic tradition in the medieval university and continues to the present. The University of Akron, for example, displays its seal on diplomas presented to its graduates.

The coat of arms shown on the University’s seal includes an open book and quill, representative of the University’s original liberal arts curriculum. A lamp of learning shown against a city skyline depicts the University’s metropolitan setting. Three diagonal bars represent the private, municipal, and state stages of the University’s history. The phoenix, a mythical bird that is consumed by fire and rises from its ashes to achieve greater glory, is a tribute to the University’s rebirth following the devastating fire of 1899. The seal also displays the original Buchtel College motto, Fiat Lux (let there be light).

The University’s current Presidential Medallion, as designed in the year 2000 by renowned artist Don Drumm, consists of the University seal, set in a necklace of pewter. Originally, the Presidential Medallion was presented by the Alumni Association in 1970, commemorating the University’s centennial. The medallion is a symbol of the authority of the president, as bestowed by the Board of Trustees, that traditionally is worn by the president on important ceremonial occasions.

The Ceremonial Mace
The Ceremonial Mace was presented to The University of Akron by the Alumni Association on Founders Day 1970, in recognition of the University’s founding 100 years earlier as Buchtel College.

Since ancient times, maces have been symbols of authority for many academic and governmental bodies. The University of Akron’s Ceremonial Mace is carried by the University marshal at all formal academic occasions.

The most distinguishing feature of the Ceremonial Mace is the rising phoenix. A mythical bird that rose anew from its ashes to achieve even greater glory, the phoenix is a fitting symbol for the University whose predecessor, Buchtel College, suffered a disastrous fire in 1899 and was rebuilt through the generous support of alumni and the community.
University Board of Trustees

Trustees
Richard W. Pogue, J.D. ('04*)
Chair
Jonathan T. Pavloff
Vice Chair
Nicholas C. York, J.D.
Vice Chair
Roland H. Bauer, J.D. ('09*)
Jennifer E. Blickle ('73)
Alfred V. Ciraldo, M.D. ('76)
Olivia P. Demas, J.D. ('91, '95)
Ralph J. Palmisano, J.D. ('70)
Warren L. Woolford ('74)
*Honorary Doctorate

Student Trustees
Garrett E. Dowd
Ryan J. Thompson

Advisory Trustees
Anthony J. Alexander ('09*)
Sandra Pianalto ('76, '98*)

Officers of the Board
Ted A. Mallo, J.D. ('67, '68, '72)
Secretary of the Board
Vice President and General Counsel
Paul A. Herold ('78, '99)
Assistant Secretary of the Board
Special Assistant to the President

University Officers & Deans

Officers
Luis M. Proenza
President
W. Michael Sherman
Senior Vice President, Provost and Chief Operating Officer
Candace Campbell Jackson ('95)
Vice President for Strategic Partnerships and Chief of Staff
David J. Cummins
Vice President for Finance and Administration and Chief Financial Officer
Ted Curtis
Vice President for Capital Planning and Facilities Management
John A. LaGuardia ('70, '74)
Vice President of Public Affairs and Development
Ted A. Mallo ('67, '68, '72)
Vice President and General Counsel
George R. Newkome
Vice President for Research, and Dean, Graduate School
James P. Tressel ('77)
Executive Vice President for Student Success

Deans
Chand K. Midha
Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences (Executive)
Ravi Krovi
College of Business Administration
Susan G. Clark ('05)
College of Education (Interim)
George K. Haritos
College of Engineering
Roberta A. DePompei ('91)
College of Health Professions (Interim)
Stephen Z.D. Cheng
College of Polymer Science and Polymer Engineering
George R. Newkome
Graduate School
Dale H. Mugler
Honors College
Elizabeth A. Reilly ('78)
School of Law (Interim)
Rex D. Ramsier ('87, '89)
Summit College (Interim)
Phyllis G. O'Connor ('76)
University Libraries (Interim)
Daniel C. Deckler ('90, '02)
Wayne College (Interim)
May 9, 2014
Evening
Marshal
William J. Hauser
Associate Marshals
Donald Appleby
Patricia Eaglewolf
Kathryn Wieland
Faculty Marshal
Kimberly Beyer
Assistant Marshals
Betty Deeb
Maria Hamdani
Pamela Keltyka
Marcia Main
John Matejkovic
Cherie Sedlock

May 10, 2014
Morning
Marshal
Sheldon B. Wrice
Associate Marshals
Donald Appleby
Patricia Eaglewolf
Zachary Steiner
Faculty Marshal
Carolyn Behrman
Assistant Marshals
James Albrecht
Alper Buldum
Richard Einsporn
Ghazi Falah
Kevin Kaut
Hung Ngoc Nguyen
Cherie Sedlock
Catherine Stoyneff
Baffour Takyi
Vlada Vukadinovic

May 10, 2014
Afternoon
Marshal
Rebecca Gibson-Lee
Associate Marshals
Donald Appleby
Patricia Eaglewolf
Mary Myers
Faculty Marshal
Enoch Damson
Assistant Marshals
Kelli Chronister
Kevin Feldt
Dwayne Jones
Tanya Lundy
Patricia Millhof
John Nicholas
Zachary Steiner
Kemp Sukanya
Janet Thompson

May 11, 2014
Morning
Marshal
Brad M. Maguth
Associate Marshals
Donald Appleby
Patricia Eaglewolf
Anne Jorgensen
Faculty Marshal
Denise Stuart
Assistant Marshals
Kelly Chaff
Margaret Kernen
Elizabeth Kerns
Jonathan List
Delila Owens
Steve Sedlock

May 11, 2014
Afternoon
Marshal
Annette R. Mitzel
Associate Marshals
Donald Appleby
Patricia Eaglewolf
Steven Sedlock
Faculty Marshal
Nancy Harris
Assistant Marshals
Don Canary
Charles Carlin
Marlene Huff
Maryhelen Kreidler
Melissa McCollister
Michele Thornton
Naomi White
Rita Young
The names of candidates for degrees will be read by:

**May 9, Evening**

Kathleen D. Clark  
*Associate Professor, Communication*  
*Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences*

Diane R. Raybuck  
*Director, Admissions*

**May 10, Morning**

John D. Lanshe  
*Associate Director, Center for Academic Advising and Student Success*

Stacey J. Moore  
*Associate Vice President for Student Success*

**May 10, Afternoon**

Heather L. Walter  
*Associate Professor, Communication*  
*Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences*

Sylvia E. White  
*Associate Professor, Communication*  
*Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences*

**May 11, Morning**

Christine R. Curry  
*Director, Development*

Lauri S. Thorpe  
*Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management*

**May 11, Afternoon**

Fedearia A. Nicholson  
*Assistant Vice President for Enrollment Management*  
Lauri S. Thorpe  
*Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management*

---

**University Interpreters**

The commencement ceremonies will be interpreted by:

**May 9**  
John Sederwall

**May 10**  
Lori Palmer

**May 11**  
John Sederwall
### May 9, 2014
#### Evening
- William Baker
- Eric Brisker
- Thomas Calderon
- Homero Castaneda-Lopez
- Akhilesh Chandra
- Jerry Drummond
- Gary Frank
- Suzanne Gradisher
- Naveen Jain
- William McHenry
- Greg Morscher
- Abbas Omar
- Barbara Osyk
- Christopher Plouffe
- Judit Puskas
- Shiva Sastry
- Robert Veillette
- Mary Verstraete
- Bindiganavale Vijayaraman

### May 10, 2014
#### Morning
- R. Joel Duff
- Zheng Fang
- Dmitry Golovaty
- Dena Hanley
- Laurie Lashbrook
- Nancy Marion
- James McManus
- Donald Ott
- Val Pipps
- Penny Rakoff
- Andrew Rancer
- Jeffrey Riedl
- Ira Sasowsky
- Frederick Smith
- Andrew Sutton
- Frank Ward
- Juan Xi
- Hui-Chu Ying

#### Afternoon
- Richard Bennett
- Stacia Biddle
- Charlotte Burrell
- Amy Dreussi
- Jamal Feeresta
- Kelly Herold
- Elizabeth Kennedy
- Kristine Kraft
- Janet Kropff
- Richelle Laipply
- Thomas Leeper
- Victor Pinheiro
- Robert Schwartz
- Larry Shubat
- Kelly Webb
- Wiley Youngs

### May 11, 2014
#### Morning
- Harold Foster
- Timothy Lillie
- John Messina
- Jacqueline Wilbanks

#### Afternoon
- Michelle Boltz
- Marie Cobb
- Michelle Dumpe
- Kristina English
- Elaine Fisher
- Alexis Holt
- K. Todd Houston
- Sandra Hudak
- Lori Kidd
- Sophia Kraus
- Peter Li
- Linda McArdle
- Timothy McCarragher
- Scott Palasik
- Mardi Parelman
- Marilyn Perkowski
- Pamela Prunty
- Tracy Riley
- Kathleen Ross-Alaolmolki
- Jina Sang
- Carrie Scotto
- Linda Shanks
- Carolyn Sutter
- Becky Thomas
- Jennifer Visker
- Carrie Wissmar
- Baomei Zhao
University Scholars

University Scholars have completed the graduation requirements of their baccalaureate majors and of the Honors College with cumulative quality point ratios of at least 3.40. The Honors College encourages and assists exceptionally talented students to achieve high distinction in academic work from freshman through senior levels and fosters respect and appreciation for superior intellectual achievement. University Scholars have completed honors courses, an honors colloquium sequence, and individually designed senior honors projects.

Leah A. Abay
Nathan K. Abrams
Ian J. Alexander
Jeremiah M. Alman
Kilani M. Amabile
Yajie An
Gabrielle M. Anderson
Heidi J. Auck
Sara R. Auclair
Marissa N. Baranauskas
Rana Barghouty
Brandon D. Beall
Jared D. Beans
Elizabeth J. Bedell
Michael J. Benroth
Andrew G. Besch
Alyssa R. Blair
William J. Boling
Emily S. Bonner
Anne E. Bonnette
Lauren M. Bosner
Andrew D. Bower
Alexandra M. Bowers
Gregory J. Buchan
Melinda K. Bucher
Katelynn Buchwalter
John J. Budzyn
Bianca M. Burwell
Brian J. Butler
Carleton S. Caldwell
Matthew R. Campanizzi
Clay T. Chabola
Benjamin R. Chaffee
Devon L. Chappell
Timothy K. Corlett
Katherine S. Cottrill
Keanu T. Cover
Elizabeth M. Crookston
Bethany J. Cumbee
Mackenzie A. Cunningham
Derek J. Daily

Christopher B. Davis
Michael A. Davis
Michael A. DeLucia III
Gabrielle E. Dimengo
Joshua J. Droua
Alyssa A. Dresner
Margaret Michelle Duff
Cody Ryan Durbin
Katherine E. Dzurisin
Keith P. Edmonds
Eric R. Elmond
Elizabeth A. Emerson
Mandana Esmaili
Devon J. Evancho
Shannon J. Evans
Arielle Farina
Hannah L. Farmer
Dylan J. Fashbaugh
Sarah M. Ferko
Daniel D. Fetherston
Andrew D. Fisher
Lauren E. Fissel
Megan B. Flinta
Brandon E. Fosythe
Tyler J. Fortner
Anthony J. Fosselman
Matthew A. Foster
William R. Fullington
Burke J. Gabriel
Bryan P. Gannon Jr
Donald S. Gasper
Michael R. Gasper
Elizabeth A. Gates
Abbey E. Gauger
Adam S. Gerdes
Jaclyn E. Gleske
Crystal Lynn Goodman
Cassandra A. Gouge
Joshua C. Graber
Adam L. Graf
Whitney A. Graff
Matthew G. Granger
Abigail L. Griffths
Megan J. Hapanowicz
Michael D. Hapanowicz
Heath J. Harris
Sarah E. Hartong
Timothy P. Hartzell
Ashley A. Hauser
Dustin A. Hayes
Melissa J. Headland
Michelle M. Heishman-Beaton
Chelsea M. Hendrus
Britton J. Herbert
Kaedra L. Herink
Kara C. Herman
Anna E. Herr
Olivia S. Hershey
Michael R. Hickox
Sarah K. Hill
Brittany M. Hirth
Joanna C. Hoffman
Distinguished Students

The Distinguished Student Program recognizes and encourages excellence among academically talented students at Wayne College. Distinguished Students have completed their degree studies and the requirements of the Distinguished Student Program with a cumulative quality point ratio of at least 3.40.

Hannah E. Adams
Jordan M. Antonino
Joshua D. Baker
Rachel L. Del Guidice
Jacqueline A. Hamilton
Maggie E. McCreary
Andrew C. Ravelo
Erik D. Rueschman
Ashley N. Weimer

The Northeast Ohio Medical University (a consortium of The University of Akron, Cleveland State University, Kent State University, and Youngstown State University) will graduate its thirty-third class on May 17, 2014. Twenty-five of the students who will receive M.D. degrees conferred by NEOMED completed their B.S. degrees on the Akron campus.

Mona Adeli
Talal Akhter
Jeanine Awad
Laura Bertani
Lindsay Cefalu
Steven Chung
Katherine Davis
David Hall
Mary Hull
Cyrus Kellermier
Andrew Koogler
Andra Krebs
Kelly Laipply
Selena Magalotti
Ryan McGuire
Erin Newton
Amanda Pannu
Navraj Pannu
Manoj Parimi
Sajed Sarwar
Renuka Shenoy
Nicholas Sousaris
Neelay Thakkar
Kellen Welch
Mrs. Kathleen A. Coleman will receive the Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters.

MRS. KATHLEEN A. COLEMAN

Kathleen A. Coleman, whose inspiring philanthropic efforts have profoundly benefited the community of Northeast Ohio, will receive The University of Akron’s Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters.

A graduate of both Hiram College and Dartmouth College, Mrs. Coleman has been a tireless advocate on behalf of higher education and public service, establishing the Lester E. and Kathleen A. Coleman Foundation in 1995.

Kathy Coleman has long been an exemplary member of The University of Akron community, serving as a member of The University of Akron Foundation Board of Directors, and as a member of the executive committee and chair of the Stewardship Committee. She has also served on the College of Arts and Sciences’ Dean’s Council and been the recipient of the 2009 Elizabeth Davidson Buchtel Award.

Mrs. Coleman’s philanthropic contributions have transformed the physical landscape of the UA campus, providing funding for The Les and Kathy Coleman Common, an open lawn amphitheater featuring terraces, a labyrinth and splendid green spaces that create a bucolic environment considered a jewel on the UA campus.

Along with her late husband, Dr. Lester E. Coleman, who in 1952 graduated from UA’s Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences with a degree in chemistry, Coleman has set a high standard for other philanthropists in the pursuit of academic excellence, with the establishment of the Lester and Kathleen Coleman Graduate Fellowship in Chemistry, The John Franklin Coleman Memorial Scholarship in Chemistry, and the Lester and Kathleen Coleman Chair in Chemistry.

Mrs. Coleman has always held the belief that society functions best as a caring community, and has involved herself in numerous Northeast Ohio organizations, including Hiram College, University Hospitals Seidman Cancer Center, the Cleveland Music School Settlement, Cleveland Restoration Society, the American Red Cross, Musical Theater Project, and the Cleveland Orchestra’s Women’s Committee.
Dr. Luis M. Proenza will be awarded the Honorary Doctor of Laws.

Luis M. Proenza

Dr. Luis M. Proenza, president and chief executive officer of The University of Akron, has led UA’s transformation into a powerful engine for regional economic development, a catalyst for collaborative initiatives, and the preeminent public university in Northeast Ohio.

Under his leadership, the University has invested $627 million in capital construction to completely transform its campus, adding 22 new facilities, 18 major renovations and additions and 34 acres of new green space, thereby becoming one of the most attractive metropolitan campuses in the nation. Dr. Proenza also led community efforts to create several key initiatives, including the Austen BioInnovation Institute in Akron to establish Akron as a leading center for biomaterials and biomedicine, and the University Park Alliance, a multi-partner collaboration to revitalize a 50-block area surrounding its campus. These and other initiatives have distinguished the University nationally and internationally and have made UA a recognized national model for technology commercialization, economic development and corporate and community partnerships.

Since 2000, The University of Akron’s research portfolio has more than doubled and private donations increased to all-time records. In 2007, Dr. Proenza initiated a $500-million comprehensive campaign that garnered more than $620 million in gifts and pledges by the end of 2009.

Dr. Proenza has been involved in national science and technology policy matters since the 1970s when he was study director of the National Research Council–National Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Vision. He also served as the University of Georgia's Liaison for Science and Technology Policy, a member of the National Biotechnology Policy Board, and Advisor for Science and Technology Policy to the Governor of Alaska. In 1992, U.S. President George H. W. Bush appointed Dr. Proenza to the U.S. Arctic Research Commission.

In 2001, President George W. Bush named Dr. Proenza to the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST), the nation’s highest-level policy-advisory group for science and technology. Dr. Proenza co-chaired PCAST’s committee on Public-Private Partnerships and worked on panels on U.S. Research and Development Investments, Technology Transfer, Alternative Energy, Energy Efficiency and Advanced Manufacturing, Personalized Medicine, Information Technology, and Nanotechnology. In 2004, the Secretary of Energy appointed him chairman of the Science and Mathematics Education Task Force and, later, to the Secretary of Energy Advisory Board.

In September 2013, Dr. Proenza was named to the Advanced Manufacturing Partnership Steering Committee (AMP 2.0) of President Barack Obama’s President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology. This newly created working group seeks to encourage approaches that sustain and grow U.S. leadership in advanced manufacturing, and to foster broad, long-term collaboration among industry, academia, and government partners to drive advances in U.S. innovation and workforce capabilities.

Dr. Proenza also serves on the executive committee for the Council on Competitiveness and its Manufacturing Competitiveness Steering Committee, and its Regional Leadership Institute Steering Committee, which he chairs. Recently, Dr. Proenza was appointed to the Board on Science, Technology, and Economic Policy (STEP) at the National Academies, as well as its Council of the Government-University-Industry Research Roundtable (GUIRR). He also serves on the Council on Foreign Relations, the board of the State Science and Technology Institute, and the Nomination Evaluation Committee for the National Medal of Technology and Innovation.
Dr. Proenza is a member of many other professional, scholarly and honorary organizations; is the recipient of several awards and honors; has written numerous publications in nationally and internationally recognized journals; and edited and co-edited two books. He frequently is invited to speak worldwide, with presentations appearing in *Vital Speeches of the Day* and *The Executive Speaker*. He often is quoted on issues in education, research, economic development, and science and technology policy.

Recognized as one of the most influential leaders in the region, Dr. Proenza's acknowledgements include: the 2014 H. Peter Burg Economic Development Leadership Award from the Greater Akron Chamber; selection to the *Inside Business* Power 100, first appearing on its list in 2004 and rising to number 18 in 2011, the 2008 Visionary Award, the 2006 Northeast Ohio Regional Vision Award, the 2005 CASE V Chief Executive Leadership Award and the 2001 Executive of the Year Award from the Society of Marketing Executives.

After earning a B.A. from Emory University (1965), M.A. from The Ohio State University (1966) and Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota (1971), Dr. Proenza joined the faculty of the University of Georgia in 1971. There, his research in retinal neurophysiology was supported continuously by grants from the National Eye Institute, including a Research Career Development Award.

Prior to his appointment at Akron, Dr. Proenza was Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate School at Purdue University. He also served the University of Alaska first as Vice Chancellor for Research and Dean of the Graduate School, then as Vice President for Academic Affairs and Research.

On June 30, 2014, Proenza will become President Emeritus and, in addition to his current tenured professorship in biology, will be named University Professor in the Office of Academic Affairs. To further recognize Proenza’s ongoing commitment to higher education and the economy, the Board of Trustees has commenced to raise $1 million in private donations to endow a new Trustee’s Chair in Higher Education and the Economy. Proenza will be the inaugural chair holder on July 1, 2016.

Dr. Proenza and his wife, Theresa Butler Proenza, enjoy their careers, friends and numerous community activities. Together, they built the 44-foot sailing vessel, Apogee, which they sail on Lake Erie.

*The Honorary Doctor of Laws will be presented to Dr. Proenza at the School of Law’s commencement ceremony on May 18, 2014.*
May 9, 2014
Evening

College of Engineering
Founded 1914
Dean George K. Haritos

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Md. N. Arafat
Engineering – Electrical
BSEE, MSEE, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology
Dissertation: “Control of Distributed Energy Sources During Transition Operation Between Grid Connected and Standalone Modes”
Adviser: Dr. Yilmaz Sozer

Christopher R. Baker
Engineering – Mechanical
BS, The University of Akron
Dissertation: “Assessing Damage in Composite Materials”
Adviser: Dr. Gregory Morscher

Mustafa Umut Culcuoglu
Engineering – Mechanical
BSME, University of Gaziantep, Turkey; MS, The University of Akron
Dissertation: “Reengineering Community Based Chronic Care Delivery Systems: Theory and Applications”
Adviser: Dr. Shengyong Wang

Ahmadreza Ghabadi Fomeshi
Engineering – Chemical
BS, University of Mazandaran, Iran; MS, Sharif University of Technology, Iran
Dissertation: “Toward an Equation of State for Biosurfactants”
Adviser: Dr. J. Richard Elliott Jr.

Lin Guo
Engineering – Civil
BS, MS, Nanchang University, China
Dissertation: “Bioremediation of Acid Mine Drainage Contaminated Soil by Phragmites australis and Rhizosphere Bacteria”
Adviser: Dr. Teresa J. Cutright

Mathew T. Isenberg
Engineering – Chemical
BS, MS, The University of Akron
Dissertation: “CO2 Capture by Immobilized Amine Sorbents: Infrared Spectroscopic Studies to Scale-Up of Adsorbers”
Adviser: Dr. Steven S.C. Chuang

Nikul G. Patel
Engineering – Biomedical
BS, University of California, San Diego
Dissertation: “A Spin-Coated Thermoresponsive Substrate for Rapid Cell Sheet Detachment and its Applications in Cardiac Tissue Engineering”
Adviser: Dr. Ge Zhang

Seyed Ali Tabatabaei
Engineering – Civil
BS, Sharif University of Technology, Iran; MS, University of Tehran, Iran
Dissertation: “Design and Analysis of ‘High Vacuum Densification Method’ for Saturated and Partially Saturated Soft Soil Improvement”
Adviser: Dr. Robert Y. Liang

Hua Wang
Engineering – Chemical
BE, MFS, Beijing Technology and Business University, China
Dissertation: “Effects of Microbial Attachment and Biofilm Formation on Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion”
Adviser: Dr. Bi-min Zhang

Walter C. Wilfong
Engineering – Chemical
BE, Youngstown State University; MS, The University of Akron
Dissertation: “In Situ DRIFTS and Tubular Studies of Mass Transfer Issues Related to CO2 Adsorption on Immobilised Amine Sorbents and Liquid Amine Films”
Adviser: Dr. Steven S.C. Chuang
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Engineering  
Founded 1914

Dean George K. Haritos

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Mohamed A. Alqadhi
Jayson T. Humble
Suma Magadi
Austin G. Smith
Oluyomi Sodunke

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Mohamed A. Alqadhi
Hari Prasad Ambaripeta
Sneha Bhattaram
Emmanuel N. Djabeng
Tannaz Farrahi
Bo Liu
Erin Patrick McGough
Rakesh Mitra
Gregory D. Mueller
Ernest Ofori
Tamseel Mahmood Syed
Hao Wang
Randeel W. Wimalagunarathne
Guanglei Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Nana Osei B. Ackerson
Richard O. Ampomah
Alireza Azimi
Vinod Bolla
David R. Bridenstine
Ahmad Y. Dalqamouni
Candice M. Fellows
Kevin M. Freese
Mohamed I. Habouh
Eric B. Hilty
Mohammed Imtiaz Khan
Hosanna J. Le
Sandeep M. Paparaju
Michael S. Russo
Abdifatah I. Sheikh
Wenjing Shen
Joshua J. Slaga
Adam J. Sniff
Shaghayegh Sorouri
Sarah E. Sullivan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Muapper J. Alhadri
Faez A. Alkadi
Leisa M. Clark
Michael R. Crawford
Yahya A. Fageehi
Jian Hao
Mohammad A. Hossain
Amanda L. Pavlicko
Greg A. Pavlik
Kristopher C. Pierson
Jeffrey M. Sanders
Waleed K. Zakri

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Aditi Deshpande
Ryan W. Koglin
Walid P. Qaqish Jr.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
Shannon M. Whalen

Engineering
Candidates for Master’s Degrees (cont.)

College of Business Administration
Founded 1953
Dean Ravi Krovi

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Mary C. Anderson
Supply Chain Management
Laura B. Baranek
Healthcare Management
Sarah H. Benjamin
Direct Interactive Marketing
Wasfi Hussain I. Boqubaia
Business Interdisciplinary
Adrienne L. Borgstahl
Healthcare Management
Travis D. Bowe
Finance
Raymond J. Casey
Business Interdisciplinary
Yuanchong Chen
Business Interdisciplinary
Timothy M. Cochrane
Healthcare Management
Christopher S. Cole
Management
Arelia R. Dalton
Management
Samantha M. Diezman
Finance
Caitlin E. Drozin
Strategic Marketing
Thomas A. Ferritto
Finance
Laura Frances Fryan
Business Interdisciplinary
Adham Saleh H. Gari
Strategic Marketing
Scott R. Gnau
Management
Daniel J. Hampu
Finance
Sarah A. Hansel
Strategic Marketing
Fahd Hasan
Finance
Brianna J. Hill
Management
Nora R. Horning
Management
Marcie J. Howard
Management
Paul C. Kiser
Management
Richard M. Lambo
Finance
Andrew Lau
Strategic Marketing
Jared L. Leiby
Finance
Haijing Liu
Finance
Abdullah Al Loman
Business Interdisciplinary
Naser A. Matar
Strategic Marketing
Brittany R. Michael
Business Interdisciplinary
Brandon A. Moermond
Business Interdisciplinary
Rithu Narayan
Strategic Marketing
Breen R. Parry
Business Interdisciplinary
Alexander E. Porter
Finance
Jason T. Quinn
Management
Andrew D. Raynor
Supply Chain Management
Nichole L. Rosewicz
Supply Chain Management
Robert M. Sammons
Strategic Marketing
Wanyu Shen
Finance
Megan J. Slater
Management
Lindsay R. Smelles
Direct Interactive Marketing
Christopher P. Smyers
Management
Lauren M. Snyder
Strategic Marketing
Jeffrey J. Stefanov
Finance
Rachel N. Tecca
Management
Jamie L. Turner
Direct Interactive Marketing

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTANCY
Nick C. Angle
Alexis C. Burch
Jessica A. Carmean
Vanessa Corral
John J. Davis
John L. Fellabaum
Joshua D. Fick
Tiffany A. Garzon-Broughton
Caroline F. Glaeber
Amanda L. Gubanez
Timothy P. Hagenbaugh
Nicholas R. Harig
Monica R. Higgins
Erik L. Kasminsky
Jacqueline M. Lanham
Rahul Malhotra
Elizabeth A. Moyer
Corey E. Oliver
Zachary D. Schrader
Eric M. Simon
Jennifer K. Sprinkle
John C. Tustin
Matthew R. Vana
Qingqing Zhao
Geoffrey H. Zion

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT
Robert W. Bird Jr.
Information Systems Management
Raja Sekhar Chegu
Information Systems Management
Snigdha Ginna
Information Systems Management
William J. Gualtieri Jr.
Information Systems Management
Shravan Goud Parepally
Information Systems Management
Srisoumya Pusapati
Information Systems Management
Shwetha R. Rangapura
Sanjeevaraya
Information Systems Management
Mingjian Si
Information Systems Management

MASTER OF TAXATION
Jonathan J. Beadle
Alex T. Chuna
Stephanie E. Daniels
David R. DuPlain
Alicia N. Elfers
Matthew S. Esber
Randolph D. Greenwald
Nicholas J. Marazza
Ryan A. McKenna
Benjamin M. Pruett
George A. Pracek
Rachel M. Roan
Matthew J. Schalmo
Jennifer A. Seeling
Rodger T. Sorensen
Travis A. Speers
Tai M. Stephens
Stephanie Truong
Chan Wu
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

College of Engineering
Founded 1914
Dean George K. Haritos

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Andrew D. Bower
Magna Cum Laude
Devon M. Cross
Ian M. Maatz
Summa Cum Laude
Matthew R. O’Neil
Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Rebecca E. Allen
Kayla C. Anderson
Alex W. Baker
Adam A. Barlett
Summa Cum Laude
Alexandra M. Bowers
Summa Cum Laude
Renee E. Calderon
Summa Cum Laude
Matthew P. Calhoun
Cum Laude
Anthony M. Craiu
Magna Cum Laude
Casey L. Crawford
Bianca Danut
Justin M. Dewitt
Katherine E. Dzurisin
Summa Cum Laude
Nicole A. Fano
Russell A. Ferqueron
Tyler J. Fortner
Cum Laude
Burke J. Gabriel
Dustin A. Hayes
Cum Laude
Kyle C. Helm
Daniel G. Jackisch
Hayley J. Johnson
Kate E. Kalnicki
Magna Cum Laude
Lindsay F. Leone
Cum Laude
Shawn P. Marks
Summa Cum Laude
Jeffrey K. McPherson
Michael L. Metcalf
Cum Laude
Jessica L. Miller
Cum Laude
Lindsey N. Montanari
Summa Cum Laude
Bethany L. Noble
Magna Cum Laude
Alexis B. Ostrander
Christos P. Panayiotou
Joseph Petrovets
Megan K. Riley
Cum Laude
Joseph A. Ryan
Scott A. Schoemer
Kirsten M. Schulte
Erika L. Schwab
Brittany K. Trout
Anthony L. Venci Jr.
Cameron J. Young
Vanessa Caroline Zapata Franca
Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Megan Marie Alderman
Abdullah Alghunaim
Cum Laude
Jason E. Chuey
Keith P. Edmunds
Summa Cum Laude
Heath J. Harris
Summa Cum Laude
Daniel W. Hunt
Summa Cum Laude
Amanda K. Hurd
Natalie A. Jarmysik
Cum Laude
Michael J. Kaczynski
Cum Laude
Matthew A. Kelbly
Summa Cum Laude
Abigail J. Kontur
Maxwell V. Labonte
Frank J. Leonard
Joseph L. Meckler
Corbin M. Moon
Masam M. Mousavi
Magna Cum Laude
Mikel H. Petty
Magna Cum Laude
Abigail M. Piaskowski
Magna Cum Laude
Ian R. Plute
Summa Cum Laude
Ryan C. Rowland
Summa Cum Laude
Lauren E. Selle
Rebecca M. Sherlock
Summa Cum Laude
Todd L. Simmering
Magna Cum Laude
Jonathan P. Sisko
Matthew J. Steiner
Collin R. Szeles
Sarah J. Wade
Summa Cum Laude
Jamie L. Whyte
Summa Cum Laude
Michael L. Williams
Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Patrick D. Beck
Summa Cum Laude
Michael J. Benroth
Magna Cum Laude
Anthony V. Colella
Christine N. Copeland

Paul B. Daniluk
Rafia S. Darwish
Jesse R. Duke
Elijah D. Fox
Craig A. Franz
Joshua C. Graber
Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Greene
Cum Laude
Heath J. Harpster
Cum Laude
Kevin D. Herb
Magna Cum Laude
Joshua D. Huffine
Magna Cum Laude
Alexis H. Killinger
Katelyn J. Kittner
Polytechnic Institute of New York University

Dominick Mandalari
Andrew P. McAvinue
John L. Meaney
Douglas M. Mohn
Magna Cum Laude
Steven A. Muller
Cum Laude
Timothy A. Nixdorf
Magna Cum Laude
Gene O. Onabiyi
Mathew Z. Piofer
Magna Cum Laude
David T. Puch
Michael J. Rehffus Jr.
Cum Laude
Kenneth Jordan Russika
Joseph S. Schreckengost
Magna Cum Laude
Samuel M. Shaffer
Alex R. Shaw
Magna Cum Laude
Joshua A. Sours
Summa Cum Laude
Katie M. Spinks
Andrew W. Webner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Brandon D. Beall
Cum Laude
Daniel P. Bissler
Magna Cum Laude
Dylan J. Fashbaugh
Summa Cum Laude
Timothy D. Frase
Curtis J. Hendrix
William G. Lorenz
Summa Cum Laude
David A. Lust
David M. Mitchell
Jonathan M. Proch
Summa Cum Laude
Edwin L. Sarver
Alexander J. Stahl
Matthew S. Thomas
Summa Cum Laude
Tyler L. Wengert

nineteen
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ahmed Muhammedeed T.
AlMuallim
Malak Almuwallad
Andrew J. Balfour
Justin H. Bolitho
Amanda A. Brickman
Kyle C. Carney
Jeff R. Duale
Rachelle L. Forney
Amy B. Gao
Cum Laude
Anthony D. Garcia
Summa Cum Laude
Andrew J. Gascon
Michael R. Gasper
Summa Cum Laude
Matthew G. Granger
Summa Cum Laude
Michael J. Kelley
Magna Cum Laude
Kalman Kovacs
Kyle S. Lepley
Cum Laude
Brian J. Lesnak
Michael D. Ludwig
Christopher R. Mack
Jerrod M. Mertz
Brandon M. Moore
Eddie D. Plum III
James M. Plunket
Brian C. Posey
Richard M. Smergla
Michael D. Striker
Magna Cum Laude
Kevin L. Troxell
Nicholas R. Uguccini
Summa Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Luqman Khalid M. Alabsi
Tiffany A. Alponat
Ryan B. Ayers
Donato A. Bacco
Brian J. Baranek
Magna Cum Laude
Richard E. Blake
Steven M. Bobinski
Cameron M. Brant
Andrew T. Burkett
Magna Cum Laude
Daniel T. Butler
Carleton S. Caldwell
Summa Cum Laude
Jared X. Carter
Anthony R. Cevasco
Benjamin R. Chaffee
Summa Cum Laude
Jillian J. Chenot
Justin M. Chesney
Jarred M. Clark
Justin M. Clark

Amanda M. Cox
Magna Cum Laude
Devon M. Cross
Cody A. Crum
Christopher B. Davis
Summa Cum Laude
Michael J. Dehnke
Andrew M. Demancsik
Kayla A. DiSante
Cody Ryan Durbin
Summa Cum Laude
Bradley M. Echols
Christopher M. Eriksen
William P. Farren
Anthony J. Fosselman
Cum Laude
Matthew A. Foster
Summa Cum Laude
Matthew D. Fowler
Magna Cum Laude
Morgan C. Gallo
Cum Laude
Joshua A. Gifford
Adam L. Graf
Cum Laude
Cory S. Gravesmill
Erich D. Gutwein
Tyler S. Hager
Kyle P. Haneline
Andrew J. Hanneman
Magna Cum Laude
Gabriel J. Hart
Melissa J. Headland
Magna Cum Laude
Kara C. Herman
Cum Laude
Michael R. Hickox
Summa Cum Laude
Steven J. Holben
Magna Cum Laude
Yusef F. Husseini
Ryan W. Isner
Joseph J. James
Sean T. Jaroch
Magna Cum Laude
Michael S. Johnson
Nicole A. Kasper
Magna Cum Laude
Cody M. Keathley
Mikhail D. Kimbel
Cody A. King
Maggie J. Kinsley
Magna Cum Laude
Allen T. Kreager
Ryan M. Kruse
Cum Laude
Corey R. Lawrence
Ross M. Leonard
Derek J. Lichtinger
Cum Laude
Christian A. Lindenberg
Summa Cum Laude
Michael J. Longest
Summa Cum Laude
Samantha R. Lyner

Mustafa A. Malik
Kyle J. Mann
Anthony M. Marini
Rashid A. Matar
Allen T. Mathis
Summa Cum Laude
Ryan L. Maxwell
Cum Laude
Jeb C. May
Ian L. McCoy
Sean M. Metz
Magna Cum Laude
Kyle R. Montgomery
Keegan J. Moore
Summa Cum Laude
Christopher G. Owens
Jordan T. Parker
Athena L. Payton
Douglas A. Pinkerton
Troy T. Plaster
Brandon S. Pospisil
Cory J. Ricker
Ethan J. Robinson
Francis Rogers
Mark D. Rowley
Michael D. Scavuzzo
Ethan R. Schenck
Michael J. Schnell
Cum Laude
Gary A. Schrank
Farzad F. Sidhva
Kurt W. Singleton
Melissa L. Skufca
Anthony L. Snider
Michel B. Soueidi
Courtney G. Spoerndle
Michael R. Stack
Adam W. Steinkirchner
Cody M. Theaker
Summa Cum Laude
Mary E. Toth
Charles J. Tromm
Bonnie Vue
Drew M. Wadian
Magna Cum Laude
Patrick A. Walch
Cum Laude
Gregory J. West
Summa Cum Laude
Devin M. Wingerter
Cum Laude
Rachel J. Wischt
Cum Laude
Austin J. Zickler

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL POLYMER ENGINEERING
David P. Graybeal
Cory M. Phillips
College of Business Administration
Founded 1953
Dean Ravi Krovi

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Gabriel H. Adams
Joshua J. Agin
Magna Cum Laude
Charlene Agyemang
Ian D. Alexander
Rinoldo D. Allen Jr.
Jeffrey A. Ayres
Austin R. Bailey
Patricia J. Bailey
Summa Cum Laude
Shane I. Baldwin
Amanda L. Beauregard
Andrew G. Besch
Summa Cum Laude
Jonathon W. Bistor(1)
Matthew J. Bogdan
Mathew S. Bound
Samanta R. Bowles
Charles J. Brockman
Ashley L. Brown
Brandon L. Budnick
Benjamin S. Bury
Brian J. Butler
Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas J. Carcioppolo
Christopher D. Cesta
Sara Maria Chaves Jaimes
Magna Cum Laude
Alex S. Ciphers
Kyle A. Cramer
Magna Cum Laude
Monica L. Davis
Nicholas B. DeBerte
Bernadette M. Delphia
Kelly M. DeNiro
Dominic J. Donofrio
Elizabeth A. Dorkoff
Cum Laude
Joshua J. Draa
Summa Cum Laude
Nichole Eames
Stephanie M. Edmond
Timothy R. Emmitt
Magna Cum Laude
Andrew D. Fisher
Brandon C. Foreman
Casey D. Galvin
Jami N. Gangwer
Austin M. Gasser
William P. Germaini
Natasha K. Glover
Adam L. Graf
Cum Laude
Nicholas A. Guenther
Benjamin P. Guthery
Rhiannon S. Hamel
Summa Cum Laude
Michael D. Hapanowicz
Summa Cum Laude
Jed A. Hartzler
Tyler D. Hawkins
Benjamin G. Hemstreet
Ryan K. Hershberger
John C. Horn
Bjorn Johannson
Magna Cum Laude
Clifton W. Johnson
Summa Cum Laude
Martell L. Johnson
Eli G. Jones
Andrew S. Julian
Matthew J. Kaminski
Taylor R. Kanocz
Matthew T. Karpowicz
Kayla M. Kendall
Sarah M. Kent
Summa Cum Laude
Amber L. Kern
Cum Laude
Devin A. Key
Brendan M. Kilbane
Matthew D. Kircher
Amanda C. Kriak
Diana Krizanic
Christopher M. Kunze
Megan P. Landrum
Steven J. Lawson
Anthony G. Lombardo
Kenna N. Lorenzen
Kirk A. Lutz
Magna Cum Laude
Bryce A. MacDonald
Kevin M. Mace
Stephanie R. McElroy
Nafis I. Melaiye
Cum Laude
Charles A. Michalec
Salvatore A. Monroe
Kathryn I. Montgomery
Caleb A. Morehart
Kalee M. Muller
Magna Cum Laude
Alexandra M. Murdocco
Thomas M. Murry
Kyle D. Myatt
Hieu T. Nguyen
Matthew J. Norris
Joseph M. Paul
Keri M. Pavlick
Michael J. Pepoy
David Pittsenberger
Cum Laude
Christopher J. Purdy
Jordan L. Ramsey
Brett M. Reed
Gregory J. Revak
Cum Laude
William Edward Rhodes
Mark C. Roshak
Magna Cum Laude
Christopher R. Rothenmund
Alexander I. Rupert
Nolan R. Saini
Alexander P. Salamon
Michael T. Scafidi
Samanta M. Schaber
Sally R. Schmitt
Keith R. Schneider
Richard Schramm
Summa Cum Laude
Lauren D. Schultz
Cum Laude
Danielle K. Shaffer
Summa Cum Laude
Ranjan Sharma
Megan R. Shaw
Cum Laude
Jonathan D. Shepherd
Trisha L. Sims
Aaron W. Smith
Angela R. Smith
 Shelby L. Smith
Jenna M. Sobat
Benjamin G. Soltis
Corbin R. Stockman
Christopher D. Stonecipher
Joseph D. Swann
Cullen J. Taussig
Joseph A. Tombazzi
Magna Cum Laude
Daniel Trifkovic
Cum Laude
James F. Türck
Lindsay P. Valentine
Summa Cum Laude
Karen N. Vana
Magna Cum Laude
Ashley E. Vari
Curtis S. Vozar
Eric J. Vukmanic
Daniel G. Ward
Krista R. Warther
Joseph M. Wenger
Kristen Laurel Wertz
William W. West
John G. Williams III
Bryan T. Willis
Karen A. Wilson
Taylor P. Witmer
Christopher M. Wright
Amanda M. Yako
Magna Cum Laude
Carly Young
Summa Cum Laude
Nikola Zajkovski
(1) Separate Baccalaureate Degrees in Two Disciplines
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees (cont.)

Bachelor of Science in Accounting
Benjamin D. Barr
Summa Cum Laude
Lucas E. Beeman
Elizabeth S. Bennett
Caprice J. Burnside
Joseph J. Calvey
Marie A. Canfora
Steven J. Casey
William D. Coombs
Gabrielle E. Dimengo
Summa Cum Laude
Jacob M. Dittoe
Jessica Druyor
Jordan C. Duncan
Cum Laude
Ashley R. Edwards
Melissa E. Etheridge
James E. Fisher III
Matthew S. Gaborcik
Thomas J. Gill
Ryan N. Golen
Cum Laude
Elyssia M. Horstman
Cum Laude
Joshua D. Imbeau
Cum Laude
Victor C. Jones II
Matt J. Kusar
Cum Laude
Jenna Kutsar
Nathan D. Leahy
Luke C. Leahar
Summa Cum Laude
Andrew Marshall
Eric Lee McManus
Ashley A. Miller
Cum Laude
Blake J. Norton
Cum Laude
Thomas J. Ontko
Cristofer A. Ottenweller
Michael J. Pepoy
Zachary T. Powers
Magna Cum Laude
Michael J. Puleo
Adam M. Revesz
Alexandra M. Rhodes
Cum Laude
Andrew M. Richardson
Melanie N. Rositani
Jasdeep S. Sandhu
Robert K. Saucier
Danielle K. Shaffer
Summa Cum Laude
Alessandro J. Shamel
Thomas R. Simone
Samuel D. Smith
Summa Cum Laude
Taylor M. Smith
Summa Cum Laude
Zachary M. Soehnlen
Summa Cum Laude
Steven C. Spokane
Sean P. Stewart
Cum Laude
Aaron E. Techentin
Curtis T. Thorn II
Alexander D. Trace
Cum Laude
Michael P. Varvaro
Cum Laude
Nicholas S. Vitt
Erik C. Wells
Zach E. Woloch
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees
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Morning

Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences
Founded 1870
Executive Dean Chand Midha

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Nathan K. Abrams
Magna Cum Laude
Zafirah A. Ahmed
Summa Cum Laude
Nancy K. Allen
Summa Cum Laude
Greg P. Anderson
Summa Cum Laude
Julie M. Anderson
Summa Cum Laude
Laura Andrade
Magna Cum Laude
Leigh Ann W. Andreani
Cum Laude
John W. Andrews
Summa Cum Laude
Kelly M. Andrus
Anne Armstrong
Sara R. Auclair
Summa Cum Laude
Melanie J. Augustyniak
Rachel R. Balcarcel
Carley M. Ballow
Magna Cum Laude
Christina M. Barnett
Vincent J. Barnhart
Sarah E. Bartram
Cum Laude
Ryan M. Bayonnet
Suzanne M. Beans
Summa Cum Laude
Michelle R. Beber
Magna Cum Laude
Bryan D. Beccera
Abigail A. Bechtel
Cum Laude
Ashley L. Beidle
Magna Cum Laude
Jocelyn R. Benford
Ksenia Berestetska
Summa Cum Laude
David M. Bernabei II
Gina A. Berri
Anne E. Bonnette
Summa Cum Laude
Stacey M. Bridges
Lacie M. Brubaker
Katelynn Buchwalter
Summa Cum Laude
Bianca M. Burwell
Magna Cum Laude
Nathan E. Chambers
Alexander L. Chapek
Magna Cum Laude
Brett A. Clendenning
Philip A. Coe
Ross A. Cogan
Cum Laude
Danielle S. Colby
Kendra L. Colby
Robert C. Cole
Crystle Paynther Collins
Samantha J. Cotter
Katherine J. Cotton
Shaun D. Cox
Jacob D. Crapanzano
Dajah C. Crawford
Troy G. Creagh
Shelby J. Crump
Cum Laude
Derek J. Daily
Magna Cum Laude
Samantha M. Danko
Jessica N. Darstein
Arielle B. Davis
Michael A. Davis
Cum Laude
Alyssa E. Deskins
Emily V. Dickinson
Alessandro A. DiFrangia
Summa Cum Laude
Danielle N. Dorsey
Jennifer A. Douglas
Cum Laude
Je’Nae Dozier
Joseph Z. D’Ulisse
Kathryn E. Duncan
Kelly K. Dwyer
Cum Laude
Amanda N. Eddie
Amber Y. Elfrink
Elizabeth A. Emerson
Summa Cum Laude
Evan W. Faxiday
Cum Laude
Arielle Farina
Magna Cum Laude
Rachel M. Farinelli
Megan L. Fay
Cum Laude
Ashleigh L. Feaster
Kyle P. Fenimore
Jessica R. Fenn
Keegan J. Fetter
Ian D. Fijalkovich
Magna Cum Laude
Aidan S. Finn
Cum Laude
Anita C. Finucane
Summa Cum Laude
Eric D. Fischer
Andrew T. Flanagan
Cum Laude
Rebecca L. Fletcher
Cum Laude
Megan B. Flinta
Summa Cum Laude
Heather A. Folsom
Kylie M. Fortner
Wesley K. Fritz
Creeshia A. Gaines
Carlene R. Gallagher
Cum Laude
Jonathan P. Gates
Abbey E. Gauger(2)
Summa Cum Laude
Nicole E. Gegas
Audrianna E. George
Christian M. George
Adam S. Gerdes
Summa Cum Laude
Jean M. Glover
Sabrina L. Gran
Summa Cum Laude
Dean A. Graves
Magna Cum Laude
Natalie L. Gray
Magna Cum Laude
Veronica R. Gregory
Abigail L. Griffiths
Magna Cum Laude
Erin M. Hall
Cum Laude
Megan J. Hapanowicz
Summa Cum Laude
Lindsay H. Homer
Chalee D. Hostettler
Catherine E. Huff
Magna Cum Laude
Tori J. Hume
Cum Laude
Jacob L. Idle
Summa Cum Laude
Alicia M. Ivanoff
Magna Cum Laude
Chanel M. Jackson
Ian M. Johnston
Summa Cum Laude
Walter J. Jones
Cum Laude
Michael J. Karam
Christina M. Kindel
Christian A. Klimczak
Kylie N. Klug
Cum Laude
Aimee M. Knisely
Zachary M. Konet
Kathryn E. Duncan
Kelly K. Dwyer
Cum Laude
Andrew W. Kuntz
Cum Laude
Morgan H. LaVallee
Magna Cum Laude
Ashley M. Lawrence
Tessa L. Lawson
Magna Cum Laude
Diandra M. Lazov
Summa Cum Laude
Anna M. Leininger
Anne N. Lillis
John E. Lindsey
(2) Separate Baccalaureate Degrees in Two Disciplines
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate Name</th>
<th>Honors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joshua T. Lively</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole R. Loepp</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle J. Lorek</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte R. Lorson</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany N. Lowe</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Thomas Lumpp</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhonda L. Magoolaghan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel C. Magrell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter R. Mallik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgina S. Malloy</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent M. Marconi</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison P. Marhulik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey R. Mersic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey P. Martello</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalid M. Matar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber K. May</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deidre Aine McCarthy</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian M. McDougle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert T. McDowall III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakyn M. McFarland</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas C. McGrath</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristie L. McLeod</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew L. McNinch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark T. Menzemer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Miles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron O. Mitchell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew S. Mitchell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahed E. Mohmed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine M. Mooney</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary T. Moore</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly L. Mora</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine A. Moran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail N. Morton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel P. Moss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacKenna C. Mullins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua S. Nagy</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine M. Naida</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica D. Nolletti</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed O. Nugdalla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca O’Donnell</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. Olinger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca A. Paasch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon M. Palmer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica D. Parmes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan K. Paul</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie L. Payne Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endia S. Peoples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker A. Perry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler J. Perry</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James W. Phillips</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian R. Poetter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan M. Policicchio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicki L. Prunty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James G. Psarras</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah M. Pyett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Rastetter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan J. Rawdon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah L. Reynolds</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith E. Rhinehart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan H. Rivera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrystina M. Rodgers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa C. Rura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott M. Rush</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph J. Ryan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryszelle M. Salo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel D. Salier</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlin Sanderfer</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hala M. Sanyurah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa M. Schaber</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Schramm</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Jo Bailey Scott</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando D. Scott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda M. Sedlak-Hevener</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh A. Seibert</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily R. Sherwood</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary M. Skraba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew A. Smartnick</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla M. Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny M. Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston W. Southard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariam L. Sovacool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamika A. Spencer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren C. Sprows</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick F. Stallings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan A. Stake</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley R. Stoneking</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony M. Svab</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith W. Swanger</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa L. Taylor</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick E. Taylor Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria E. Teresko</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam J. Thiry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke L. Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine M. Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan J. Thompson</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apryl N. Tomic</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenia Topalovic</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apryl E. Trowbridge</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine I. Tyler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan J. Vacha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staci J. Varadi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney L. Varga</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary D. Wade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann Walsh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha M. Weaver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James F. Webster III</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael D. Weinsheimer</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethany E. Wells</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel M. Whitaker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor L. White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary E. Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon M. Winter</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominique Rose Lynn Woods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylar M. Woods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethany A. Works</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie A. Yandek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel A. Yoho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesi L. Ziska</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS AND ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura E. Ballard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosheeda S. Bryant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill M. Buss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telli Carter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvin Casey Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail M. Chaff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose F. Dickard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela L. Eckman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaina K. Fausett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley J. Foutry</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal M. French</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dion A. Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eiad A. Hasan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chayne M. Hershberger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy C. Higgins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan S. Hummel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista M. Hunt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean M. King</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy H. Kinman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miklos A. Kiss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvatore Manera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas J. Milani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

**IN BUSINESS AND ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION**

Laura E. Ballard
Rosheeda S. Bryant
Jill M. Buss
Telli Carter
Calvin Casey Jr.
Abigail M. Chaff
Rose F. Dickard
Angela L. Eckman
Alaina K. Fausett
Ashley J. Foutry
Crystal M. French

**Summa Cum Laude**

Dion A. Hall
Eiad A. Hasan
Chayne M. Hershberger
Amy C. Higgins
Morgan S. Hummel
Krista M. Hunt
Sean M. King
Timothy H. Kinman
Miklos A. Kiss
Salvatore Manera
Nicholas J. Milani
Elizabeth K. Murphy
Robert B. Mylo
Mack P. Pinkney Jr.
Nathan Rausch
Mercedes M. Slider
Priscilla K. Spencer
Cory M. Trayer
Thomas J. Vaccaro
Timothy Valenti II
Cum Laude
Kelly G. Whittington
Cum Laude
Drew R. Williams

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FAMILY AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Celeste F. Alters
Tara D. Collins
Bethany J. Cumbee
Magna Cum Laude
Alexis G. Field
Donna M. Fosnight
Regina A. Houston
Kimberly N. Lorich
Clare Elizabeth LaTourette
Magna Cum Laude
Jakob R. Leon
Chloe R. Mallardi
Constance L. McDaniel
Amanda E. Miller
Summa Cum Laude
Ashley R. Owen
Sarah A. Psihountakis
Magna Cum Laude
Fatimah A. Sayed
Cum Laude
Jill A. Smith
Richelle S. Veasley

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FASHION MERCHANDISING
Kyla D. Collins
Lauren A. Cortelletti
Summa Cum Laude
Jenna L. Garlock
Anna E. Iles
Channing J. Murrock
Magna Cum Laude
Rory B. Sachire
Olivia C. Scarlett
Cum Laude
Jessica L. Smarrella
Megan B. Snyder
Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY ANTHROPOLOGY
Michelle R. Bebber
Magna Cum Laude
Brittannli L. Bell
Dana E. Best
Christian T. Gauding
Cum Laude
John E. Gifford
Lauren E. Huber
Kenneth R. Kaufman
Mackenzie L. Kelly
Eric C. Olson
Cum Laude
Ian G. Rediske
Sarah M. Stepnowski
Jami K. Vogt
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Joshua P. Friedt
Crystal M. Hernandez
Marques J. Reasonover
Chante N. Robinson

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERIOR DESIGN
Amanda L. Babbert
Magna Cum Laude
Megan E. Beachley
Kellie Jo Derr
Ellen E. Lewis
DeAnna M. Mallinak
Summa Cum Laude
Anne V. Manning
John M. McNeary
Brittanya L. Merrell
Taylor M. Noe
William M. Oakley
Cum Laude
Andrea L. Peterson
Magna Cum Laude
Nicole M. Reagan
Cum Laude
Leah B. Roshong
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERPERSONAL AND PUBLIC COMMUNICATION
Alvencil L. Alexander
Alexa V. Brower
Cum Laude
Laura A. Hausman
Cum Laude
Corley D. Kenebrew-Porter
Cum Laude
Michele S. Robin
Magna Cum Laude
Eric D. Stucki
Magna Cum Laude
Andrew P. White
Magna Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MASS MEDIA – COMMUNICATION
Chelsea B. Abrams
Seth R. Baker
Andrew S. Bechtel
Cum Laude
Aaron J. Billow
Kevin R. Calhoun
Cum Laude
Vanessa M. Carter
Dawn G. Harper
David C. Helmick
Magna Cum Laude
Eric R. Hudson
Joseph E. Morales
Cum Laude
Dekontee B. Morris
Shauna Rene Parsons
Joshua L. Pateos
Cum Laude
Alaina M. Pinto
Summa Cum Laude
Andrea L. Reid
Anthony M. Renfro
Dezra B. Robinson
Cum Laude
Tyler S. Stackpole
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Taylor R. Adams
Magna Cum Laude
Kaedra L. Herink
Summa Cum Laude
Erika R. Kinney
Kathryn E. O’Connor
Samantha E. Ost
Myriah L. Wiltrout
Magna Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Leah A. Abay
Summa Cum Laude
Collin L. Arnold
Alexander E. Bach
Jodie L. Banna
Carly T. Bauer
McKenzie D. Beynon
Tatyana H. Briscoe
Alexander D. Caupp
Cody M. Cooke
Timothy K. Corlett
Magna Cum Laude
Ryan S. Craycraft
Cum Laude
Lauren E. Dangelo
Magna Cum Laude
Catherine P. Demith
Magna Cum Laude
Margaret Michelle Duff
Magna Cum Laude
Shannon J. Evans
Magna Cum Laude
Zachary J. Faas
Cum Laude
Victoria E. Feiler
Summa Cum Laude
Amanda J. Fogler
Kristina A. Gauer
### Bachelor of Music

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Honors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laura A. Anderson</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela N. Antinone</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda M. Burbridge</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay T. Chabola</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keanu T. Cover</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph A. Fox</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah E. Hartong</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaine L. Klein</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy K. Lindsey</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Lucas</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dustin L. Moralle</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James J. Parsons</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendon N. Phelps</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew W. Schmidt</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip D. Slater</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn A. Wilkerson</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Honors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samah M. Ahmed</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yajie An</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ama K. Anaquah</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas K. Austin</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammed M. Ayoub</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett S. Bendel</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon L. Bernard</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica M. Black</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa R. Blair</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily S. Bonner</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth M. Border</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren M. Bosner</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney M. Bryant</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline M. Carpenter</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah E. Catania</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sejul A. Chaudhary</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tayyab U. Cheema</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skky L. Christian</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker B. Cole</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Samuel N. Lockshin  
Summa Cum Laude

Meghan M. Majercik

Andrew R. Marmaduke  
Cum Laude

Brandon McClung

Shannon M. McCombe

Logan G. McLeod  
Cum Laude

Stephen B. McNulty  
Magna Cum Laude

Jordan A. McQuilkin  
Summa Cum Laude

Matthew J. Mechler  
Summa Cum Laude

Clinton J. Metzger  
Magna Cum Laude

Amy M. Michaels  
Magna Cum Laude

Priya R. Midha  
Summa Cum Laude

Alexandria T. Milan

Timothy P. Moneypenny II  
Summa Cum Laude

Patrick J. Moore  
Cum Laude

Morgan R. Nails  
Magna Cum Laude

Diem T. Nguyen

Brittney N. Nieves

Kristen L. Norman

Jeffrey B. Olderman

Corey A. Ostricker

Eva L. Paoloni  
Magna Cum Laude

Purva U. Patel  
Summa Cum Laude

Katrina M. Patrick  
Cum Laude

Nicole M. Pedersen  
Magna Cum Laude

Ryan X. Pinheiro  
Summa Cum Laude

Jason S. Pol

Stephen E. Rasinar  
Magna Cum Laude

Tyler A. Raubenstrauch  
Magna Cum Laude

Daniel J. Redle  
Summa Cum Laude

Matthew L. Reed

Rachel A. Rielinger  
Summa Cum Laude

Margaret E. Rusnak  
Magna Cum Laude

Lauren E. Schwarz

Gabrielle V. Seifert  
Summa Cum Laude

Michael E. Shaw  
Summa Cum Laude

Madison N. Sheppard  
Summa Cum Laude

Andrea G. Shergalis  
Magna Cum Laude

Neal P. Sheth  
Cum Laude

Chelsea E. Smith

Steven G. Smith

Andre J. Steward

Daniel Tanudjaja  
Magna Cum Laude

Zachary A. Taylor

Alex Christopher Tegland

Alaina M. Thiel  
Summa Cum Laude

Christin E. Vargo

George B. Voro  
Magna Cum Laude

Morgan C. Ward

Reiss C. Warren

Brooke J. Westfall

Michael R. Workman  
Summa Cum Laude

Michael E. Wransky  
Summa Cum Laude

Nicholas A. Wucinich

Ethan C. York  
Summa Cum Laude

Anthony P. Zampino  
Cum Laude

Hao Zheng  
Cum Laude

Michael C. Zinsmeister  
Summa Cum Laude

Anthony A. Zunis  
Magna Cum Laude

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOGRAPHY – GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCES**

Nicklas D. Richards

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LABOR ECONOMICS**

Phillip G. Campbell

Nicholas S. Zanko

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE/CRIMINAL JUSTICE**

Ian J. Alexander  
Magna Cum Laude

Joseph W. Aylward

Nicholas A. Banke

Brent E. Barbe

Kayla A. Bayless

Evan M. Bertsch  
Summa Cum Laude

Brandon T. Betzel  
Summa Cum Laude

Alex C. Bowers

Chris L. Brinkley

Andrew M. Bullock  
Cum Laude

Sarah A. Dill

Frank B. Domino

Cassundra N. Gillison

David J. Griffith

Christopher J. Hardesty  
Cum Laude

Clinton J. Householder  
Summa Cum Laude

Brandon D. King  
Magna Cum Laude

Emily N. Kloth

Michael D. Lepley

Tiffany A. Major

Melissa L. Marzan

Katie Mazanek

Eric J. Noall  
Magna Cum Laude

Mark A. Pariano Jr.

Nicholas M. Pearson

Olivia P. Pence

John R. Puntel

Nicole A. Remesik

Lien S. Reuter

Jordan J. Reynolds  
Magna Cum Laude

John C. Rizzo

Justin E. Shandor

Keyantamora L. Shanklin

David Q. Traves  
Magna Cum Laude

Katie J. Tucker  
Magna Cum Laude

Jacob R. VanFossan

Matthew L. Volchko

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE**

Alexander M. Baumhoer

Kimberly N. Bertmeyer  
Cum Laude

Taylor M. Bills

Michael J. Bishop

Jonathan Z. Blasco

Corey L. Conley

Nicholas R. Conley

Adam R. Crosby

Ryan T. Curtis

Brandon E. Forsythe  
Cum Laude

Zachary T. Getz Sr.

Michael G. Gruesen

Robert V. Herman

Michael A. Malizia

Nicholas D. Mirolli

Stephen T. Neugebauer

Hoang V. Nguyen  
Summa Cum Laude

Emily A. Nice  
Magna Cum Laude

Rodney D. Pelton  
Cum Laude

Ryan C. Sayles

David J. Schmidt

Patrick J. Scott

Daniel M. Sponseller

Andrew J. Willett

Morgan T. Willis  
Summa Cum Laude
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees
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Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences
Founded 1870
Executive Dean Chand Midha

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Stephanie M. Bilinovich
Chemistry
BS, Walsh University
Dissertation: "Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy in the Study of Protein Complexes"
Adviser: Dr. Thomas Leeper

Jessica Elizabeth Dinh
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
BA, University of California, Irvine; MA, The University of Akron
Dissertation: "A Neurocognitive Perspective on Dark Leadership and Employee Deviance: Influences of Moral Sensitivity and the Self-Concept"
Adviser: Dr. Kevin Kaut

David Wayne Ferguson
Urban Studies and Public Affairs
AAS, Central Virginia Community College; BSBA, Longwood College, VA; MPA, MA, The University of Akron
Dissertation: "Grade-Level Readability of Municipal Websites: Are They Creating Digital Inequities of Opportunities that Perpetuate the Digital Divide?"
Adviser: Dr. Raymond W. Cox III

Jodi A. Henderson-Ross
Sociology
BA, MA, The University of Akron
Dissertation: "Unpacking Informal Social Control: Social Differentiation, Selective Efficacy, and the Reproduction of Inequality"
Adviser: Dr. Kathryn Feltey

Timothy Jesurun
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
BA, Calvin College, MI; MA, The University of Akron
Dissertation: "Picking a Winner: How We Choose Our Most Creative Ideas"
Adviser: Dr. Andrea F. Snell

Tracy C. Olin
Chemistry
BS, Youngstown State University
Dissertation: "Design and Synthesis of 4, 4, 9-Trithiaadamantane Derivatives as Anti-Influenza A Drug Candidates"
Adviser: Dr. David A. Modarelli

Nikki K. Robishaw
Chemistry
BS, The University of Akron
Dissertation: "Encapsulating N-Heterocyclic Carbene Complexes into Biodegradable Nanoparticles and the Antimicrobial and Antitumor Effects"
Adviser: Dr. Wiley J. Youngs

Natalie C. Romano
Chemistry
BS, The Pennsylvania State University
Adviser: Dr. David A. Modarelli

Kush Nimish Shah
Integrated Bioscience
BS, MS, Gujarat University, India
Dissertation: "Receptor-Mediated Targeting to Enhance Therapeutic Efficacy of Chemotherapeutic Agents"
Adviser: Dr. Yang H. Yun

Lia Chervenak Wiley
Sociology
BA, Case Western Reserve University; MA, The University of Akron
Dissertation: "Alcohol use Trajectories & the Transition from Adolescence into Young Adulthood: An Examination of Sex, Gender, and Crime"
Adviser: Dr. Robert L. Peralta
Candidates for Master's Degrees

Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences
Founded 1870
Executive Dean Chand Midha

Master of Arts

- Abdurahman Faisal M. Abu Shal English
- Rokaih R. Almuallim Communication
- Keith Aukeman Communication
- Hilary M. Ayers Communication
- Daniel J. Beall English
- Hayley A. Call Communication
- Jarret James Chorba Psychology – Industrial / Organizational
- Kenneth A. Cruse English
- Angelique V. Cunningham Communication
- Telsha L. Curry English
- Kevin T. Dies Communication
- Danny J. Durst Theatre Arts – Arts Administration
- Kellie S. Evans Communication
- Ian B. Faith English
- Cassie N. Floan Theatre Arts – Arts Administration
- Eric M. Fritz Sociology
- Amber R. Genet Communication
- Joanna M. Hunkins Theatre Arts – Arts Administration
- Erin Kahoa Theatre Arts
- Alec M. Kammer Communication
- Emma M. Kanagaki English
- Pamela M. Kellman English
- Christopher C. Keppler Communication
- Carl A. Kessler English
- Susan D. Kuilder Communication
- Ashely Lizewski History
- Dawn M. Mellinger English
- Jordan M. Mihalik History
- Joshua L. Morgan Theatre Arts – Arts Administration
- Courtney Ryan Mortlund Baker History
- Tina M. Murray Communication
- Andrew S. Preston History
- Kelsey Lynn Risman Sociology
- Esther E. Sackey Communication
- Julie A. Saternus English
- Jonathan K. Silvey English
- Devon E. Skunta-Helmink Communication
- Brandon T. Sweitzer Communication
- John F. Tierney English
- Patrick T. Troester History
- Scott A. Wachtel Communication
- Megan E. Ward Communication
- Rebecca Ruth Wehr Theatre Arts – Arts Administration
- Allison Wickham Theatre Arts – Arts Administration
- Takisha B. Williamson Theatre Arts – Arts Administration
- Douglas W. Woods Theatre Arts
- Nicole L. Zavodny Communication
- Qian Zhang Communication

Master of Arts in Family and Consumer Sciences
- Shajuana M. Boyer Child and Family Development
- Kathleen M. Boyle Clothing, Textiles and Interiors
- Alicia N. Fabrizi Child and Family Development
- Kristin M. Sarver Child and Family Development
- Willa Ann Smith Child and Family Development
- Carly R. Wamboldt Clothing, Textiles and Interiors

Master of Arts in Political Science
- Melanie V. Chudik
- Nicholas D. Foster

Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing
- James C. Bigley II
- Sharon M. Cebula
- Margaret K. Johnson
- LeeAnn M. Marhevskey
Candidates for Master’s Degrees (cont.)

Master of Music
Debra L. Bordo
Music – Voice Performance
Shawn P. Brandt
Music – Composition
Hyo Sil Chang
Music – Piano Performance
Merissa A. Coleman
Music – Choral Conducting Performance
Donald T. Day
Music – Strings Performance
Roya E. Farzaneh
Music – Woodwinds Performance
Alanna C. Furst
Music – History and Literature
Angela M. Galestro
Music – Woodwinds Performance
Samantha Garner
Music – Voice Performance
Thomas P. Guarino
Music – Composition
Jason J. Hadgis
Music – Brass Performance
Gregory L. Kern
Music Technology
Allison R. Lint
Music – Strings Performance
Samuel S. McKenzie
Music Performance: Wind Conducting
Jordan M. Morrison
Music – Percussion Performance
Catherine M. Neff
Music – Voice Performance
Cassandra L. O’Brien
Music – Woodwinds Performance
Maria I. Ortiz-Laboy
Music – Woodwinds Performance
Marc I. Poritsky
Music – History and Literature
Theresa M. Procopio
Music – Woodwinds Performance
Zachary A. Richards
Music – Choral Conducting Performance
Emma J. Richart
Music – Brass Performance
Kimberly L. Shimo
Music Education
Jonathan L. Smith
Music – Strings Performance
Eryn E. Stark
Music – Theory
Ian T. Wenz
Music – Woodwinds Performance

Master of Public Administration
Lamya Faisal A. Alawaji
Faisal Rukian E. Alenazi
Faisal M. Alharthi
William Asare Bediako
Valerie A. Balthis
David T. Craig
Loren D. Fekete
Nathan P. Franzen
Shamima Jahan
Cheryl Y. Williams

Master of Science
Collins A. Abassah
Statistics
Pradeep Addagatla
Computer Science
Collins D. Agyekum
Statistics
Eiman A. Alomar
Geography/Geographic Information Sciences
Krushikanth R. Apala
Computer Science
Ryan C. Ault
Physics
Elizabeth A. Bair
Biology
Kendra F. Barnes
Biology
Ashish Kumar Reddy
Bhumireddy
Computer Science
Tara B. Buk
Biology
Bo Cai
Computer Science
Naveen Kumar Chavan
Computer Science
Chen Chen
Computer Science
Brian Chiang
Physics
Ernest Dankwah
Geography/Geographic Information Sciences
Esther O. Diabene
Geography/Geographic Information Sciences
Cavan J. Dickson
Mathematics
Jerry Dogby-Gakpetor
Mathematics
Sarah M. Ferko
Applied Mathematics
Gregory A. Franckowiak
Biology
Chrystal E. Fretz
Geology
Rebecca A. Gerevics
Biology
Emma A. Gunu
Statistics
Zachary J. Haake
Geology
Moshaddeek Hasan
Computer Science
Miriam Jenkins
Biology
Mahider Mosissa Kitil
Statistics
Peter J. Knall
Computer Science
Bhavana Kolli
Computer Science
Andrew R. Marmaduke
Applied Mathematics
Mona Matar
Applied Mathematics
Joseph C. McCarthy
Biology
Robert B. Miller II
Biology
Supreme Motnam
Computer Science
Manoj Kumar Nethi
Computer Science
Aaron J. Pacanovsky
Geology
Ryan X. Pinheiro
Applied Mathematics
Harshavardan Reddy Punnam
Computer Science
Laura M. Scaggs
Geology – Geophysics
Andrew J. Schnell
Geology – Earth Science
Shagun Sharma
Bioglogy
Aron C. Siegel
Mathematics
Hillary E. Stewart
Statistics
Ting Sun
Geography/Geographic Information Sciences
Jonathon S. Tobin
Physics
Kesava Satya Kashyap Uppuluri
Computer Science
Shruti Vangari
Computer Science
Lu Wang
Computer Science
Yu Wang
Chemistry
Michael R. Workman
Applied Mathematics
Ethan C. York
Applied Mathematics
Jing Zhao
Applied Mathematics
Kevin M. Zoller
Geology
Anthony A. Zunis
Applied Mathematics
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees
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Bachelor of Science in Automated Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Rebecca A. Austin
Jamie L. Boling
David Faris
Summa Cum Laude
Derek L. Knuth
Grant A. Lugas
James R. Savage
Cum Laude

Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems
Jacob A. Adlon
Summa Cum Laude
David M. Aleshire
Eric M. Banks
Marcus E. Barnovsky
Christopher J. Berresford
Christopher G. Bregar
Matthew A. Brichetto
Cum Laude
Tyler G. Brown
Mark C. Calhoun II
Jordan C. Doyle
Joshua A. Drennen
Benjamin A. Dudas
Magna Cum Laude
David J. Eichler
Philip L. Franze
Randall J. Gagnon
Gabriel R. Garcia
Magna Cum Laude
Timothy J. Gargalianos
Cody R. Garner
Summa Cum Laude
Bryan T. Gruhn
Adam S. Haynes
Richard M. Hennis
John D. Hoon
Greg A. Jones
Magna Cum Laude
Monica S. Kung
Magna Cum Laude
Mark P. Lawson
Jason E. Lipesik
Ross W. Matteson
Eric A. Napholz
Daniel R. Revesz
Jesse C. Riddle
Patrick W. Rufener
Summa Cum Laude
Stephen T. Rutherford
Stephen C. Smith
Austin M. Snyder
David J. Spencer
Ryan M. Sronce
Anthony L. Tarone
Lee M. Weber
Summa Cum Laude
James C. Wiesen

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering Technology
James A. Buck
Michael P. Callahan
Mark A. Doherty
Austin J. Feucht
Brian M. Friess
Magna Cum Laude
Adam G. Greene
John P. Hill
Summa Cum Laude
Andrew J. Horning
Jacob D. Jones
Cum Laude
Andrew J. Kowicki
Alexander G. Licitri
Cole D. Long
Owen M. Niese
Magna Cum Laude
Timothy A. Rea
Patrick R. Sluss
Cum Laude
Jackson R. Smith
Lindsay Vilaysone
Adam B. Walmsley

Bachelor of Science in Electronic Engineering Technology
Dawit Challa Bekele
Kriston D. Cline
Magna Cum Laude
Alex C. Dzatko
Matthew D. Gates
Michael C. Jones
Philip R. Meyer
Kurtis J. Sewell
Cum Laude
Brian F. Vadnal

thirty-one
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND HOMELAND SECURITY
Kristen M. Anzaldi
Dan S. Butera
Zachary D. D’Orazio
Macklin J. Flinn
Cum Laude
Gregory B. Harrison
Michael R. Jones
Summa Cum Laude
Thomas C. Koehler
Anthony U. Ritossa
Nicholas Srnick
Summa Cum Laude
Joshua W. Theaker
Jennifer M. Urban
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ORGANIZATIONAL SUPERVISION
Alex M. Abbott
Melvyn L. Alexander
Tiffany S. Baxi
Elizabeth M. Benton
Adam J. Bowers
Cum Laude
Allayna M. Chisnell
Bryant K. Christian
Marlon O. Daniels
Gina M. Dragich
Melvin L. Driscoll Jr.
Cheryl L. Eckman
Magna Cum Laude
Douglas P. Fisher
Nicholas J. Gamboa
Regina M. Harrell
Rico D. Harris
Christina N. Harrison
Marnie K. Hickman
Lucille Ninette Hollo
Dionne M. Hooks
Lanesha L. Jackson
David Jenkins II
Ginet Y. Jensen
Shawna Katherine Juhasz
Jonathan G. Kountis
Loc D. Le
Shealandra M. Lewis
Se Ming Liang
Magna Cum Laude
Sherry L. Mognet
Charmaney L. Morgan
Adam R. Muha
Michelle I. Murvai
Magna Cum Laude
Tiffany J. Orr
Jeffrey R. Peterson
Brian W. Prinzo II
Robert S. Pulice
Savannah S. Roof
Cum Laude
Katie A. Rucker
Kaye L. Rusov
Melissa L. Samson-Akpan
Erik P. Sauthoff
Lindsey M. Schulz
Joshua M. Shamp
Kristina M. Sims
Jake R. Sindelar
Tiffany N. Slansky
Preston J. Stauffer
Samantha N. Szpotowicz
Christina M. Thompson
Terry Thompson Jr.
Christopher R. Vogagis
Kimberly A. Wheeler
Lauren A. Winkhart
Cum Laude
Andrew J. Zgrabik

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Edward N. Armentrout
Adam D. Blackburn
Matthew R. Downing
Nathan L. Hummel
Magna Cum Laude
Nathan T. Jones
Shane T. Miller
Branden C. Morris
Alexander B. Payne
Zachary L. Robinson
Jonathon D. Smith
Christopher E. Strong Jr.
Gregg D. VanSuch
Calib E. Willis
Matthew D. Woodford
Dustin J. Zacharyasz
Sean P. Zaleski
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNOLOGY
Daniella M. Adamcik
Cum Laude
Saeed Muhammed Alqahtani
Magna Cum Laude
Joseph E. Ault Jr.
Kristina K. Brown
Stephen G. Damson
Amanda K. Drouhard
Lydia B. Ducksworth
Christie L. Hamilton
Michelle M. Heishman-Beaton
Summa Cum Laude
Shawnee M. Huet
Magna Cum Laude
Amanda B. Keller
Magna Cum Laude
Jessica A. Matushevski
Cum Laude
Danielle N. McMasters
Shantae N. Neal
Sarah Polasky
Brittany A. Porter
Cum Laude
Molly R. Raspopovich
Magna Cum Laude
Jessica M. Smith
Magna Cum Laude
Taylor L. Starks
Kyle B. Steiner Jr.
Cum Laude
Russell C. Stemple
Danielle M. Timock
Amrita K. Verma
Ashley M. Whitford
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN SURVEYING AND MAPPING
John A. Dechant Jr.
Matthew S. Gibbons
Cum Laude
Martin T. Serafine
Isaac L. Yetzer
Candidates for Associate Degrees
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ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED BUSINESS IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY

Paniz Arashlouzadeh
With High Distinction
Dru Badertscher
With High Distinction
Courtney L. Brown
Daniel C. Bryant
Rogers D. Clark Jr.
Michael D. Dancy Sr.
Patrick T. Dell
Stephanie M. Dory
With Highest Distinction
Jennifer D. Herrick
Camille La Fay Hunt
Gabrielle N. Lewis
With High Distinction
Grace M. Loraditch
With Distinction
Mishalay J. Milan
Cody M. New
Robert M. Novicki
Kevin M. Pratt
Gina M. Scianna
Khadija T. Spaulding
Jennifer L. Williams

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED BUSINESS IN COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Isaac Adablah
Jeanine A. Ali
With High Distinction
Timothy M. Baldwin
With Distinction
Nicholas B. Bordo
With High Distinction
Joseph A. Carr
Jarrod M. Ceol
Judith D. Chambers
Timothy R. Foster
Keith M. Gregory II
Jessica Groot
With High Distinction
Patrick J. Hardy
Toqa Hassan
With High Distinction
Dustin J. House
Dennis S. Hurte
With Distinction
Simeon J. Jones
Kyle D. Krajnyak
With High Distinction
Robert E. Lee III
With Distinction
Joseph M. Lentine
Kevin M. Lucas
Alex N. Lux

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED BUSINESS IN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Jonathan M. Maier
With High Distinction
Drew R. Mazak
With Highest Distinction
Eric A. Napholz
Christopher M. Pierce
Latoya D. Portis
Daniel R. Revesz
Robert A. Seville II
Austin M. Snyder
John C. Steele Jr.
Jack L. Steward
With High Distinction
Maidlar Vue
Alan J. Warnock
Jonathan J. Williams
Raymond P. Williams

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED BUSINESS IN COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Kelly A. Cahill
Kayla A. Fischer
Bruce D. Haymaker
Anita M. Langston
With Distinction
Lindsay M. Long
Brett R. McCourry
Sara E. Rudy
Jennifer P. Taylor
Cynthia J. Thompson
Mark D. Wagner

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED BUSINESS IN MANAGEMENT

Joseph S. Boring
Brittany J. Johnson
Lucas J. Shawlson

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED BUSINESS IN OFFICE ADMINISTRATION

Thelma Grace Bell

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMMUNITY SERVICES TECHNOLOGY

Amanda Rae Brenner
Rashen D. Brown
Jessica A. Harris
Michele A. Jackson-Elba
Christy M. Motley
Danielle L. Sutton
Cortezya T. Williams

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Isaac Adablah
Jeanine A. Ali
With High Distinction
Timothy M. Baldwin
With Distinction
Nicholas B. Bordo
With High Distinction
Joseph A. Carr
Jarrod M. Ceol
Judith D. Chambers
Timothy R. Foster
Keith M. Gregory II
Jessica Groot
With High Distinction
Patrick J. Hardy
Toqa Hassan
With High Distinction
Dustin J. House
Dennis S. Hurte
With Distinction
Simeon J. Jones
Kyle D. Krajnyak
With High Distinction
Robert E. Lee III
With Distinction
Joseph M. Lentine
Kevin M. Lucas
Alex N. Lux

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY

Shomari A. Akhdar
Jon E. Ansle
Nicholas A. Banke
Robert J. Behrens
Phillip L. Bogan
Matthew D. Boyer Jr.
Shane D. Callahan
Shane V. Creekmore
Zachary D. D’Orazio
Daniel M. Duke
Devon Q. Ferguson
Jontie J. Garrenson
Heather A. Gasper
Blake M. Gross
Steven B. Hightower Jr.
Theodore B. Hyatt III
De’kita M. Johnson
Christian A. Klimczak
Marissa A. LaMonica
Shawn M. Lansinger
With High Distinction
Jared E. Litke
Natasha N. Malone
Miroslav Maric
Jamie L. McKinley
Caflin A. Mitchell
With Distinction
Mary E. Moon
Nicole M. Moore
With Distinction
Ashley S. Morgan
Danielle R. Nader
Kerri L. Parkinson
With Highest Distinction
Michael A. Perry II
With High Distinction
Anthony U. Ritossa
Nicholas H. Rusanowsky

thirty-three
CANDIDATES FOR ASSOCIATE DEGREES (cont.)

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN GEOGRAPHIC AND LAND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
- Thomas K. James II (With High Distinction)
- Isaac L. Yetzer

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN LAND SURVEYING
- Anthony J. Kolbeck (With Distinction)
- Jake A. Kornegable (With Distinction)
- Joshua Ryan Rakosky (With Distinction)
- Kevin A. Strauser (With Distinction)

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
- Jamie L. Boling
- Brian K. Houston Jr.
- Brian J. Porter (With High Distinction)
- Jacob A. Sheets (With Highest Distinction)

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
- Daniel G. Albertini
- Craig S. Bauman
- Owen S. Chase
- David A. Collica
- Geoffrey A. Crego
- Jeremy J. Duncan
- Mathew M. Duran
- Clive Ennin
- Landon R. Gates (With High Distinction)
- Tyler M. George
- Aaron L. Haidet (With Distinction)
- Robert I. Handshue (With Distinction)
- Trevor T. Haueter (With High Distinction)
- Kyle Hershman
- Brice M. Knick-Koppenhofer
- Stephen J. Lapinski
- Cory W. Lucia
- Alexander N. Lys
- Lindy Metz
- Travis K. Michael
- Shane T. Miller
- Michael D. Rosenbury
- Edward C. Stevens
- William T. Uhl
- Jeffrey M. Willett (With High Distinction)
- John A. Wirth (With Highest Distinction)
- Bradley A. Withrich
- Stephen D. Zuravel

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN MEDICAL ASSISTING TECHNOLOGY
- Stephanie K. Adams
- Young M. Aeschbacher
- Mary N. DeLuca
- Alexa N. Dodson
- Rachel M. Francini
- Amanda M. Greene
- Cari J. Kreger
- Briana C. Krill
- Hannah Lile
- Kelly M. McDonnell
- Chelsea L. Pfeiffer
- Aishah A. Sayed
- Michelle D. Smith
- DeQuatriece L. Sperling
- Samantha N. Szpotowicz
- Rebecca S. Turinsky (With Distinction)
- Hilary L. Upp (With High Distinction)
- Jennifer L. Vest
- Houa Yang

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN PARALEGAL STUDIES
- Sabrina M. Berkenstock
- Anthony D. Blackmon
- Margaret L. Havran
- Michelle M. Kunzen
- Karen L. St. George
- Julia L. Velleca

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN DRAFTING AND COMPUTER DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY
- Thomas M. Bianco
- Anthony M. Schotts
- Adam N. Straka (With High Distinction)

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
- Brittney B. Campbell
- Sydney N. Laramore
- Shannon M. Rausch
- Taylor R. Stanton
- Karen Nasira Waheed

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
- Alex J. Beckley (With Distinction)
- Ronald A. Black (With Distinction)
- Jake D. Dies
- Marc I. Jarvis
- Michael C. Jones
- Kevin A. Logsdon (With High Distinction)
- Eric T. Stockmaster
- Cory M. Trease

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES TECHNOLOGY
- Dustin T. Lees
- Chad A. Rapier (With Highest Distinction)

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN FIRE PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY
- Nicolas T. Ake
- Zachary R. Nelson
- Calum P. Rainey
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE
IN RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
Kathy A. Agosti
Lauren A. Armstrong
Joanne M. Basile
Emily A. Buskey
Melinda M. Cross
Heather L. Engelhardt
Nicole R. Farina
Lenna A. Gania
Sha'Quanda S. Glass
Alyssa N. Hicks
Larry Jackson
Alyssa D. Karns
Kaitlin K. Litzinger
Brittany N. Maynard
Maria Meyers
Jacob E. Murray
Ashley N. Okey
Brelynn A. Parisi
Briana M. Reynolds
Jack W. Rhodes Jr.
Justin C. Roth
Dustin A. Samblanet
David W. Shafer
Katelyn M. Shipley
Lynnora E. Sipos
Brittany K. Tozzi
Mariah N. Byers
Miranda M. Byers
Tashala S. Carey
Katelyn J. Carillon
Bryant K. Christian
Sara D. Clark
Ali D. Coker
Geri L. Cole
Brittany N. Crawford
Marlon O. Daniels
Alexis P. Deeken
Nhan T. Do
Makayla G. Enriques
Timothy L. Falls Jr.
Kelsey L. Fields
Shamari D. Fields
Douglas P. Fisher
Samantha A. Fitzpatrick
Samantha Fox
Benjamin T. Geiser
Melissa S. Gilchrist
Kenna R. Guinn
Sylvia A. Halbleib
Kaitlyn N. Hazelett
Kaleigh B. Herring
Ryan J. Hubbard
Marguerite J. Hudak
Katelyn S. Jefferys
David Jenkins II
Sheila P. Jenkins
Ashley S. Joseph
Terrell J. Kemp Jr.
Jasmine R. Lewis
Scott A. Lowe
Brelynn Y. Majeed
Christian P. Marinos
Katie L. Marotta
Charice Lynnette McCray
Elizabeth M. Milhoan
Deanna L. Moore
John W. Moorhouse
Gina R. Moran
Amanda J. Mullins
Peter P. Nguyen
Matthew D. Osborn
Megan J. Pack
Andrew F. Petras
Robert M. Powell
Anthony J. Robertson Jr.
Katelyn S. Jefferys
Kaitlyn K. Litzinger
Brittany N. Maynard
Maria Meyers
Jacob E. Murray
Ashley N. Okey
Brelynn A. Parisi
Briana M. Reynolds
Jack W. Rhodes Jr.
Justin C. Roth
Dustin A. Samblanet
David W. Shafer
Katelyn M. Shipley
Lynnora E. Sipos
Brittany K. Tozzi
Mariah N. Byers
Miranda M. Byers
Tashala S. Carey
Katelyn J. Carillon
Bryant K. Christian
Sara D. Clark
Ali D. Coker
Geri L. Cole
Brittany N. Crawford
Marlon O. Daniels
Alexis P. Deeken
Nhan T. Do
Makayla G. Enriques
Timothy L. Falls Jr.
Kelsey L. Fields
Shamari D. Fields
Douglas P. Fisher
Samantha A. Fitzpatrick
Samantha Fox
Benjamin T. Geiser
Melissa S. Gilchrist
Kenna R. Guinn
Sylvia A. Halbleib
Kaitlyn N. Hazelett
Kaleigh B. Herring
Ryan J. Hubbard
Marguerite J. Hudak
Katelyn S. Jefferys
David Jenkins II
Sheila P. Jenkins
Ashley S. Joseph
Terrell J. Kemp Jr.
Jasmine R. Lewis
Scott A. Lowe
Brelynn Y. Majeed
Christian P. Marinos
Katie L. Marotta
Charice Lynnette McCray
Elizabeth M. Milhoan
Deanna L. Moore
John W. Moorhouse
Gina R. Moran
Amanda J. Mullins
Peter P. Nguyen
Matthew D. Osborn
Megan J. Pack
Andrew F. Petras
Robert M. Powell
Anthony J. Robertson Jr.
Katelyn S. Jefferys
Kaitlyn K. Litzinger
Brittany N. Maynard
Maria Meyers
Jacob E. Murray
Ashley N. Okey
Brelynn A. Parisi
Briana M. Reynolds
Jack W. Rhodes Jr.
Justin C. Roth
Dustin A. Samblanet
David W. Shafer
Katelyn M. Shipley
Lynnora E. Sipos
Brittany K. Tozzi
Mariah N. Byers
Miranda M. Byers
Tashala S. Carey
Katelyn J. Carillon
Bryant K. Christian
Sara D. Clark
Ali D. Coker
Geri L. Cole
Brittany N. Crawford
Marlon O. Daniels
Alexis P. Deeken
Nhan T. Do
Makayla G. Enriques
Timothy L. Falls Jr.
Kelsey L. Fields
Shamari D. Fields
Douglas P. Fisher
Samantha A. Fitzpatrick
Samantha Fox
Benjamin T. Geiser
Melissa S. Gilchrist
Kenna R. Guinn
Sylvia A. Halbleib
Kaitlyn N. Hazelett
Kaleigh B. Herring
Ryan J. Hubbard
Marguerite J. Hudak
Katelyn S. Jefferys
David Jenkins II
Sheila P. Jenkins
Ashley S. Joseph
Terrell J. Kemp Jr.
Jasmine R. Lewis
Scott A. Lowe
Brelynn Y. Majeed
Christian P. Marinos
Katie L. Marotta
Charice Lynnette McCray
Elizabeth M. Milhoan
Deanna L. Moore
John W. Moorhouse
Gina R. Moran
Amanda J. Mullins
Peter P. Nguyen
Matthew D. Osborn
Megan J. Pack
Andrew F. Petras
Robert M. Powell
Anthony J. Robertson Jr.
Katelyn S. Jefferys
Kaitlyn K. Litzinger
Brittany N. Maynard
Maria Meyers
Jacob E. Murray
Ashley N. Okey
Brelynn A. Parisi
Briana M. Reynolds
Jack W. Rhodes Jr.
Justin C. Roth
Dustin A. Samblanet
David W. Shafer
Katelyn M. Shipley
Lynnora E. Sipos
Brittany K. Tozzi
Mariah N. Byers
Miranda M. Byers
Tashala S. Carey
Katelyn J. Carillon
Bryant K. Christian
Sara D. Clark
Ali D. Coker
Geri L. Cole
Brittany N. Crawford
Marlon O. Daniels
Alexis P. Deeken
Nhan T. Do
Makayla G. Enriques
Timothy L. Falls Jr.
Kelsey L. Fields
Shamari D. Fields
Douglas P. Fisher
Samantha A. Fitzpatrick
Samantha Fox
Benjamin T. Geiser
Melissa S. Gilchrist
Kenna R. Guinn
Sylvia A. Halbleib
Kaitlyn N. Hazelett
Kaleigh B. Herring
Ryan J. Hubbard
Marguerite J. Hudak
Katelyn S. Jefferys
David Jenkins II
Sheila P. Jenkins
Ashley S. Joseph
Terrell J. Kemp Jr.
Jasmine R. Lewis
Scott A. Lowe
Brelynn Y. Majeed
Christian P. Marinos
Katie L. Marotta
Charice Lynnette McCray
Elizabeth M. Milhoan
Deanna L. Moore
John W. Moorhouse
Gina R. Moran
Amanda J. Mullins
Peter P. Nguyen
Matthew D. Osborn
Megan J. Pack
Andrew F. Petras
Robert M. Powell
Anthony J. Robertson Jr.
Katelyn S. Jefferys
Kaitlyn K. Litzinger
Brittany N. Maynard
Maria Meyers
Jacob E. Murray
Ashley N. Okey
Brelynn A. Parisi
Briana M. Reynolds
Jack W. Rhodes Jr.
Justin C. Roth
Dustin A. Samblanet
David W. Shafer
Katelyn M. Shipley
Lynnora E. Sipos
Brittany K. Tozzi
Mariah N. Byers
Miranda M. Byers
Tashala S. Carey
Katelyn J. Carillon
Bryant K. Christian
Sara D. Clark
Ali D. Coker
Geri L. Cole
Brittany N. Crawford
Marlon O. Daniels
Alexis P. Deeken
Nhan T. Do
Makayla G. Enriques
Timothy L. Falls Jr.
Kelsey L. Fields
Shamari D. Fields
Douglas P. Fisher
Samantha A. Fitzpatrick
Samantha Fox
Benjamin T. Geiser
Melissa S. Gilchrist
Kenna R. Guinn
Sylvia A. Halbleib
Kaitlyn N. Hazelett
Kaleigh B. Herring
Ryan J. Hubbard
Marguerite J. Hudak
Katelyn S. Jefferys
David Jenkins II
Sheila P. Jenkins
Ashley S. Joseph
Terrell J. Kemp Jr.
Jasmine R. Lewis
Scott A. Lowe
Brelynn Y. Majeed
Christian P. Marinos
Katie L. Marotta
Charice Lynnette McCray
Elizabeth M. Milhoan
Deanna L. Moore
John W. Moorhouse
Gina R. Moran
Amanda J. Mullins
Peter P. Nguyen
Matthew D. Osborn
Megan J. Pack
Andrew F. Petras
Robert M. Powell
Anthony J. Robertson Jr.
Katelyn S. Jefferys
Kaitlyn K. Litzinger
Brittany N. Maynard
Maria Meyers
Jacob E. Murray
Ashley N. Okey
Brelynn A. Parisi
Briana M. Reynolds
Jack W. Rhodes Jr.
Justin C. Roth
Dustin A. Samblanet
David W. Shafer
Katelyn M. Shipley
Lynnora E. Sipos
Brittany K. Tozzi
Mariah N. Byers
Miranda M. Byers
Tashala S. Carey
Katelyn J. Carillon
Bryant K. Christian
Sara D. Clark
Ali D. Coker
Geri L. Cole
Brittany N. Crawford
Marlon O. Daniels
Alexis P. Deeken
Nhan T. Do
Makayla G. Enriques
Timothy L. Falls Jr.
Kelsey L. Fields
Shamari D. Fields
Douglas P. Fisher
Samantha A. Fitzpatrick
Samantha Fox
Benjamin T. Geiser
Melissa S. Gilchrist
Kenna R. Guinn
Sylvia A. Halbleib
Kaitlyn N. Hazelett
Kaleigh B. Herring
Ryan J. Hubbard
Marguerite J. Hudak
Katelyn S. Jefferys
David Jenkins II
Sheila P. Jenkins
Ashley S. Joseph
Terrell J. Kemp Jr.
Jasmine R. Lewis
Scott A. Lowe
Brelynn Y. Majeed
Christian P. Marinos
Katie L. Marotta
Charice Lynnette McCray
Elizabeth M. Milhoan
Deanna L. Moore
John W. Moorhouse
Gina R. Moran
Amanda J. Mullins
Peter P. Nguyen
Matthew D. Osborn
Megan J. Pack
Andrew F. Petras
Robert M. Powell
Anthony J. Robertson Jr.
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees
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College of Education

Founded 1921
Interim Dean Susan G. Clark

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Doris Michelle Atanmo
Counselor Education and Supervision
BA, MAE, The University of Akron
Dissertation: “No Longer Silent: African American Women Speaking Up on Depressive Symptoms and Religion”
Adviser: Dr. Cynthia Reynolds

Doris Michelle Atanmo
Counselor Education and Supervision
BA, MAE, The University of Akron
Dissertation: “No Longer Silent: African American Women Speaking Up on Depressive Symptoms and Religion”
Adviser: Dr. Cynthia Reynolds

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Shawna Cheri’ De Voe
Educational Leadership
BS, MSE, The University of Akron
Dissertation: “K-4 Teachers’ Perceptions of Teacher Instructional Leadership Practices”
Adviser: Dr. Sharon D. Kruse

Shawna Cheri’ De Voe
Educational Leadership
BS, MSE, The University of Akron
Dissertation: “K-4 Teachers’ Perceptions of Teacher Instructional Leadership Practices”
Adviser: Dr. Sharon D. Kruse

College of Polymer Science and Polymer Engineering

Founded 1988
Dean Stephen Z.D. Cheng

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Ila Ravindra Badge
Polymer Science
BT, University of Mumbai, India
Dissertation: “Tuning Wettability and Adhesion of Structured Surfaces”
Adviser: Dr. Ali Dhinojwala

Kushal Mahinderpal Bahl
Polymer Engineering
BT, University of Mumbai, India; MS, The University of Akron
Dissertation: “Towards Development of Lignin Reinforced Elastomeric Compounds with Reduced Energy Dissipation”
Adviser: Dr. Sadhan C. Jana

Saurabh Batra
Polymer Engineering
BT, University of Mumbai, India; MS, West Virginia University
Dissertation: “Field Assisted Self Assembly for Preferential Vertical Alignment of Particles and Phases Using a Novel Roll-to-Roll Processing Line”
Adviser: Dr. Mukerrem Cakmak

Yenni Marcela Castaño Gil
Polymer Science
BS, University of Antioquia, Colombia
Dissertation: “Green Polymer Chemistry: the Role of Candida Antarctica Lipase B in Polymer Functionalization”
Advisers: Dr. Judit Puskas and Dr. Matthew L. Becker

Ling Chen
Polymer Science
BE, Tongji University, China; ME, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore; MS, University of California, Irvine
Adviser: Dr. William J. Landis

Tongzhai Gao
Polymer Engineering
BE, Beijing Institute of Technology, China; ME, Sun Moon University, Korea
Dissertation: “Investigation of Polyurethane/Polyisiloxane Hybrid Coatings for Anticorrosion Applications”
Adviser: Dr. Mark D. Soucek

Sahil Gupta
Polymer Engineering
BE, Bharati Bидyapeeth University, India; MS, Illinois Institute of Technology
Dissertation: “Structure-Property Relationships in Polymers for Dielectric Capacitors”
Adviser: Dr. Robert A. Weiss

Arzu Hayrioglu
Polymer Engineering
BS, BS, MS, Istanbul Technical University, Turkey
Dissertation: “Directed Assembly of Block Copolymer Films (BCP) Via Surface Energy Tunable Elastomers”
Adviser: Dr. Alamgir Karim

Hyungjin Lee
Polymer Science
BS, Seoul National University, Korea
Dissertation: “Probing Water at the Coating/Aluminum Oxide Interface”
Adviser: Dr. Mark D. Foster

Gary M. Leuty
Polymer Science
BS, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; BS, MS, Southern Illinois University
Dissertation: “Adsorption and Surface Structure Characteristics Toward Polymeric Bottle-Brush Surfaces Via Multiscale Simulation”
Adviser: Dr. Mesfin Taisge

Fei Lin
Polymer Science
BS, Nankai University, China
Dissertation: “Preparing Polymeric Biomaterials Using ‘Click’ Chemistry Techniques”
Adviser: Dr. Matthew Becker

Ernesto Silva Mojica
Polymer Science
BS, National University of Colombia; MS, The University of Akron
Dissertation: “Polymer-Silica Hybrids for Separation of CO2 and Catalysis of Organic Reactions”
Adviser: Dr. Steven S.C. Chuang

Hao Sun
Polymer Science
BS, Peking University, China
Dissertation: “Nonlinear Behavior in Startup Uniaxial Extension of Entangled Polymer Melts”
Adviser: Dr. Shi-Qing Wang

Hongyi Yuan
Polymer Engineering
BE, Tsinghua University, China; MS, Case Western Reserve University
Dissertation: “Structures and Properties of Polymer Nanocomposite Sub-Micron Thin Films”
Adviser: Dr. Alamgir Karim

Candidates for Doctoral Degrees
Candidates for Master’s Degrees

College of Education
Founded 1921
Interim Dean Susan G. Clark

MASTER OF ARTS
IN EDUCATION

Samea Y. Ahmed
Secondary Education
Ashwag A. Al Methen
Secondary Education
Abdullah S. Alanazi
Special Education
Hujayalan A. Alhujaylan
Educational Foundations – Social/Philosophical Foundations of Education
Miad Saad H. Allhumaid
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Jihan M. Alkhudair
Educational Foundations – Assessment and Evaluation
Hilda C. Ardila
Secondary Education
Vitaly Baranovskiy
Secondary Education
Alisa M. Barrett
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Tamika S. Bates
School Counseling
Brandi M. Beasley
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Marisa Beavers
Elementary Education
Jonathan L. Becksvoort
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Erin B. Bennett
Secondary Education – Literacy
David L. Black
Educational Foundations – Assessment and Evaluation
Lenna J. Black
Secondary Education
Ashley N. Bowman
Elementary Education
Aqila Marie Brown
Educational Foundations – Social/Philosophical Foundations of Education
Mercedes D. Bryjak
Counseling – Marriage and Family Therapy
Emily A. Buechler
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Leah M. Burke
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Lonnell L. Bush Sr.
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Richelle M. Campbell
Elementary Education – Literacy
Dawn L. Cancelliere
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Jon M. Cefus
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Chelsea R. Colbert
Secondary Education
Antonio Colla
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Danny M. Compton
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Jenny M. Coulter
School Counseling
Aimee M. Davis
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Chad M. Dye
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
LeShaunte Edwards
School Counseling
Stephanie J. Edwards
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Carolyn S. Erbaugh
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Angela N. Farwick
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Diane Fennell
Secondary Education
Rome A. Fiedler
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Lynn Gagnon
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Kerry N. Greene
Secondary Education
Stephanie S. Gribble
Secondary Education
Michael R. Groholy
Principalship
Anna M. Grublic
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Jaclyn I. Hawkins
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Elizabeth S. Helmuth
Counseling – Marriage and Family Therapy
Timothy J. Hendrix
Secondary Education
Melissa K. Holbrook
School Counseling
Kathleen A. Hurley
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Qu Jin
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Bennie Jones
Secondary Education
Costa K. Kalorides
School Counseling
Christopher L. Karickhoff
Secondary Education
Emily A. Koenig
School Counseling
Shannon Melissa Kotradi
Secondary Education
Brian Everette Long
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Nicole M. Mann
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Matthew E. Mele
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Lisa M. Miller
Secondary Education
Angela D. Milosovic
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology
Nooralhuda N. Moosa
Special Education
Allison C. Murray
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kathryn L. Myers
Counseling – Marriage and Family Therapy
Iman T. Noori
Secondary Education – Literacy
Adam D. O’Connell
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Damon R. Pee
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Holly K. Pilcavage
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Jacquelyn K. Pirao
School Counseling
Diane D. Platon
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Caroline A. Polgar
Secondary Education
Dina M. Popa
Principalship
Jeffrey P. Preston
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Frank D. Rable
Counseling – Marriage and Family Therapy
Rebekah M. Rethmel
School Counseling
Michelle L. Richardson
Elementary Education
Mary G. Riposo
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kayla C. Rolston
School Counseling
Andrea D. Sanchez
Elementary Education
Brittney L. Smith
School Counseling
Eric S. Syty
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Timothy A. Thompson
Counseling – Marriage and Family Therapy
David B. Timberlake
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration
Jing Ya Turner
Elementary Education
Candidates for Master’s Degrees (cont.)

Megan E. Vitek
Counseling – Marriage and Family Therapy

Jenna M. Ward
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology

Kristin J. Weigh
Secondary Education

Melissa L. Wilhelm
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology

Jennifer A. Wilson
Educational Foundations – Instructional Technology

Shujun Xiang
Secondary Education

Damon A. Young
Secondary Education

Emily J. Ziesenheim
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Elizabeth M. Bendlak
Adolescent to Young Adult – Special Education – Moderate/Mild Intervention Specialist

Jennifer L. Bernal
Adolescent to Young Adult – Integrated Language Arts

Danielle Caraballo
Special Education – Multi-Age Foreign Language Arts

Rachel E. Caruso
Special Education – Mild/Moderate Intervention Specialist

Joseph P. Czalkiewicz
Multi-Age Visual Arts

Jenna D. Devore
Special Education – Mild/Moderate Intervention Specialist

Danielle L. Donaldson
Adolescent to Young Adult – Life Science (Biology) and Chemistry

David R. Frazee
Special Education – Mild/Moderate Intervention Specialist

Allison L. Grant
Adolescent to Young Adult – Integrated Language Arts

Abby C. Jones
Multi-Age Foreign Language French

Crystal G. Kouns
Adolescent to Young Adult – Integrated Language Arts

Mallory M. Marks
Special Education – Early Childhood Intervention Specialist

Derek D. Muffley
Special Education – Moderate/Intensive Intervention Specialist

Adam C. Nelson
Adolescent to Young Adult – Integrated Language Arts

Randa M. Nemier
Adolescent to Young Adult – Integrated Language Arts

Meghan M. Oesch
Special Education – Mild/Moderate Intervention Specialist

Laura G. Pancoe
Adolescent to Young Adult – Life Science (Biology) and Chemistry

Katherine A. Reid
Adolescent to Young Adult – Integrated Language Arts

Amy J. Sanders
Adolescent to Young Adult – Integrated Mathematics

Bryn Varhol
Multi-Age Physical Education

Leah M. Vaughn
Special Education – Mild/Moderate Intervention Specialist

Sara Kay Watts
Adolescent to Young Adult – Integrated Language Arts

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION

Sarah E. Agnor
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Zainah S. Alshehri
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration

Katherine Amstutz
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Nicholas J. Andrusian
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Samuel J. Baldwin
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Daniel M. Beliveau
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Eric C. Besserman
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Micklos Blake
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Marissa E. Blewitt
Educational Administration – Higher Education Administration

Andrew P. Boehlein
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Adam J. Bogert
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Martin J. Brinker
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Laurel H. Bryan
School Counseling

Dana L. Cappelucci
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Ryan J. Carpenter
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Sidney M. Coldsnow
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Thomas V. Crabill
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Daniel C. Crish
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Jessica N. Deville
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Delawrence L. Evans
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Cory J. Fosnight
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Rosalie Franek
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Kristen M. Gerber
School Counseling

Matthew R. Gildersleeve
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Ross M. Greve
Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Daniel I. Jackson
Adolescent to Young Adult – Life Science

Kyle D. Joseph
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Nate J. Kaufman
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Jeremy W. Kellehan
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Jeremy J. Kirk
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Jacob D. Legan
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Shaunel W. Lodge
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Christopher M. McNamara
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Andrew J. Medved
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Jacob T. Mertens
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Rachel Katherine Miller
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Nyree L. Moore
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Ashley L. Mowen
Physical Education – Sport Science/Coaching

Peter M. Quent
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness

Adam C. Reeder
Physical Education – Exercise Physiology/Adult Fitness
College of Polymer Science and Polymer Engineering

Founded 1988

Dean Stephen Z.D. Cheng

Master of Science

Lu Han  
Polymer Science

Tianta He  
Polymer Science

Jiahuan Hu  
Polymer Science

Geng Hua  
Polymer Science

Dan Huang  
Polymer Science

Kai Li  
Polymer Science

Manshi Li  
Polymer Science

Mingxuan Li  
Polymer Science

Zhenpeng Li  
Polymer Science

Kewei Liu  
Polymer Science

Pengtao Lu  
Polymer Science

Jialin Mao  
Polymer Science

Bo Ni  
Polymer Science

Lin Qi  
Polymer Science

Wenpeng Shan  
Polymer Science

Hao Su  
Polymer Science

Weiran Wang  
Polymer Science

Yue Wang  
Polymer Science

Zewei Wang  
Polymer Science

Kan Wu  
Polymer Science

Wanyao Xiao  
Polymer Science

Aozhen Xie  
Polymer Science

Zhengnan Yang  
Polymer Science

Mengmeng Yao  
Polymer Science

Wenbin Yin  
Polymer Science

Xianglin Yin  
Polymer Science

Bonan Yu  
Polymer Science

Yuxin Zhai  
Polymer Science

Fan Zhang  
Polymer Science

Sunsheng Zhu  
Polymer Science

Master of Science in Polymer Engineering

Jinwei Cao

Yan Chen

Guodong Deng

Fanhui Jiang

Jiaxi Li

Chang Liu

Yan Luo

Fang Peng

Jiajie Qian

Kai Wang

Yi Wang

Huan Zhang

Xiao Zhang

Zhiyang Zhao
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

College of Education
Founded 1921
Interim Dean Susan G. Clark

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Zachary K. Albrecht Summa Cum Laude
Brittany P. Atkinson
Carmen Laude
Katlen N. Bell
Carmen Laude
Danni Marie Bennett
Tylor S. Bennett
Casey F. Berenyi
Linda R. Blue
Carmen Laude
William J. Boling
Carmen Laude
Drew O. Constantine
Brandon M. Crites Magna Cum Laude
Chelcee M. Culp
Stephanie R. Dipold
Eliza Beth A. Emerson
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth E. Fleagle
Annie D. Forsyth
Justin G. Foster
Nathan L. Fredericks
Ashley L. Gambol
Bryan P. Gannon Jr.
Carmen Laude
Daniel R. Giangrande
Todd W. Hall
William M. Hammond
Heather L. Hinkle
Vincent L. Hokavar
Tanner L. Hughes
Magna Cum Laude
Amber M. Jacob
Magna Cum Laude
Jason F. Jones
Carmen Laude
Meghan L. Klop
Michael J. Lee
Danielle N. Lipinski
Magna Cum Laude
Zachariah D. Lowe
Magna Cum Laude
Ryan A. Markgraf
Carmen Laude
Ian T. McClellan
Carmen Laude
Joseph A. Nicolino
Magna Cum Laude
Emmalynn E. Omaits
Magna Cum Laude
Stephan J. Pishney
Magna Cum Laude
Sheryl A. Powell
Magna Cum Laude
Eric W. Razo
Magna Cum Laude
Krystal E. Reno

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Jack D. Adams
Magna Cum Laude
Drew C. Alboreo
Carmen Laude
Joseph C. Albright
Magna Cum Laude
Melissa L. Anderson
Amanda L. Angeoff
Tiffany N. Avant
Magna Cum Laude
Taylor N. Ballard
Magna Cum Laude
Marissa N. Baranauskas
Magna Cum Laude
Taylor M. Bardun
Magna Cum Laude
Andrew P. Bauman
Carmen Laude
Jared D. Beans
Magna Cum Laude

(3) Separate Baccalaureate Degrees in Two Disciplines

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ATHLETIC TRAINING
Patrick A. Babcock
Breanna R. Benjamin
Magna Cum Laude
Nidal N. Choujaa
Magna Cum Laude
Joshua W. Darling
Magna Cum Laude
Taylor N. Gray
Magna Cum Laude
Kevin D. Pullella
Magna Cum Laude
Lauren J. Ramey
Magna Cum Laude
Jennifer N. Smith
Magna Cum Laude
Stephen M. Wacker
Magna Cum Laude
Tyler A. Wright
Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Jack D. Adams
Magna Cum Laude
Drew C. Alboreo
Carmen Laude
Joseph C. Albright
Magna Cum Laude
Melissa L. Anderson
Amanda L. Angeoff
Tiffany N. Avant
Magna Cum Laude
Taylor N. Ballard
Magna Cum Laude
Marissa N. Baranauskas
Magna Cum Laude
Taylor M. Bardun
Magna Cum Laude
Andrew P. Bauman
Carmen Laude
Jared D. Beans
Magna Cum Laude

(3) Separate Baccalaureate Degrees in Two Disciplines
Bachełor of Science
in Teaching and Training
Technical Professionals

Channan M. Bearb
Wayne M. Brigger
Alfonso Holmes
Irene U. Motto
Heidi J. Nelson
Misti D. Pittman

Magna Cum Laude

Bachpoly of science
in teaching and training
Teaching Professionals

Channan M. Bearb
Wayne M. Brigger
Alfonso Holmes
Irene U. Motto
Heidi J. Nelson
Misti D. Pittman

Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN TEACHING AND TRAINING
TECHNICAL PROFESSIONALS

Channan M. Beaard
Wayne M. Brigger
Alfonso Holmes
Irene U. Motto
Heidi J. Nelson
Misti D. Pittman

Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN TEACHING AND TRAINING
TECHNICAL PROFESSIONALS

Channan M. Beaard
Wayne M. Brigger
Alfonso Holmes
Irene U. Motto
Heidi J. Nelson
Misti D. Pittman

Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN TEACHING AND TRAINING
TECHNICAL PROFESSIONALS

Channan M. Beaard
Wayne M. Brigger
Alfonso Holmes
Irene U. Motto
Heidi J. Nelson
Misti D. Pittman

Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN TEACHING AND TRAINING
TECHNICAL PROFESSIONALS

Channan M. Beaard
Wayne M. Brigger
Alfonso Holmes
Irene U. Motto
Heidi J. Nelson
Misti D. Pittman

Magna Cum Laude

4) Separate Baccalaureate Degrees in Two Disciplines
Candidates for Associate Degrees

Wayne College
Founded 1972
Interim Dean Daniel C. Deckler

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Quentin R. Franklin
Jay L. Jackman
With Distinction
Sean N. Miller
Terrance W. Rabbitts
With Distinction
Danni A. Whaley
Katelyn A. Williams
Nicholas E. Woods

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE
Daniel B. Baltzly
With Distinction
Joseph W. Buss
John A. Constantino
Mason J. Haven
Brian J. Huntsman
Rodrigo A. Ramos Negrete
Sara M. Wade
Gunnar S. Young
Angela M. Ziegman

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
Britany M. Booth
Thomas W. Ewing
Joshua J. Stillwell
With High Distinction
Brielle B. Sweeney
Ayla M. Uhl

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED BUSINESS
Kimberly D. Backus
Deborah L. Frazier
With Distinction
Marlene L. Garrett
Brooke T. Johnson
With Distinction
Heather M. Kilgore
Spenser D. Lewis
Kyle R. Moreno
With High Distinction
Seth J. Pedrozo
Donavon A. Swanger
With Distinction
Amanda K. Tullar
With High Distinction
Tad C. Weaver
Keith Whitman
Matthew J. Yoder
With High Distinction

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED BUSINESS IN PARAPROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Theresa A. Rabbitts
Jillissa Smith
Samantha L. White
Heather M. Wickens
With Distinction

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN SOCIAL SERVICES TECHNOLOGY
Jacqueline Hunter

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED BUSINESS IN HEALTH CARE OFFICE MANAGEMENT
Amy Ammon
Jessica M. Ball
Kathryn Marie LeMasters
With High Distinction
Amanda G. Sauer
With Highest Distinction
Jordan N. Woodruff

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Quentin R. Franklin
Jay L. Jackman
With Distinction
Sean N. Miller
Terrance W. Rabbitts
With Distinction
Danni A. Whaley
Katelyn A. Williams
Nicholas E. Woods

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE
Daniel B. Baltzly
With Distinction
Joseph W. Buss
John A. Constantino
Mason J. Haven
Brian J. Huntsman
Rodrigo A. Ramos Negrete
Sara M. Wade
Gunnar S. Young
Angela M. Ziegman
With Distinction
Candidates for Master’s Degrees
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College of Health Professions
Founded 2012
Interim Dean
Roberta A. DePompei

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Kathleen M. Ackerman
Child and Adolescent Health
Clinical Nurse Specialist
Dayne M. Adkins
Child and Adolescent Health
Nurse Practitioner – Primary Care
Amy L. Allen
Nursing Service Administration
Megan J. Anderson
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Lindsay N. Ault
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Jeraldyn M. Barnett
Child and Adolescent Health
Nurse Practitioner – Primary Care
Alisha A. Bauer
Child and Adolescent Health
Nurse Practitioner – Primary Care
Kimberly M. Berger
Adult Gerontological Health
Nursing Clinical Nurse Specialist
April M. Bowe
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Lindsay G. Brasko
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Brittany E. Bucur
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Karen A. Charnigo
Nursing Service Administration
Francine Chiancone
Adult Gerontological Health
Nursing Clinical Nurse Specialist
Kerri Lynn Clark
Child/Adolescent Acute Care
Nurse Practitioner
Heather M. Clark-Wise
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Jennifer E. Curati
Nursing Service Administration
Tony L. Denicola
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Stephanie A. Devault
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Matthew A. Dvorak
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Michael I. Dzit
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
John W. Elliott
Child/Adolescent Acute Care
Nurse Practitioner
Michael Falcone
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Kelly M. Ferran
Child/Adolescent Acute Care
Nurse Practitioner
Mandi L. Filla
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Maria L. Fyock
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Matthew Gooch
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Jennifer E. Graham
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Colleen K. Handwork
Child/Adolescent Acute Care
Nurse Practitioner
Marybeth K. Hannum
Nursing Service Administration
Kathleen M. Hassett
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Mallory E. Hattmaker
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Kirsty M. Herzak
Child/Adolescent Acute Care
Nurse Practitioner
Margaret A. Homyak
Nursing Service Administration
Patricia Indermuhle
Adult Gerontological Health
Nursing Clinical Nurse Specialist
Kaitlyn B. Kaustinen
Child/Adolescent Acute Care
Nurse Practitioner
Angelica M. Kessler
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Patricia L. Kiefer
Adult Gerontological Health
Nursing Clinical Nurse Specialist
Loren Kittoe
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Brian Klonowski
Nursing Service Administration
Meghan L. Lacey
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Loretta Y. Latson
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Candice Lealy
Adult Gerontological Health
Nursing Clinical Nurse Specialist
Jennifer A. Marr
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Amanda S. McCormick
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Amy Mikusa
Adult Gerontological Health
Nurse Practitioner
Tammy J. Murray
Child and Adolescent Health
Nurse Practitioner – Primary Care
Jasmina Namenyi
Adult Gerontological Health
Nursing Clinical Nurse Specialist

MASTER OF ARTS IN CHILD LIFE SPECIALIST
Allison S. Kneitel
Elizabeth E. Peterson
Kayla L. Sadowski

MASTER OF ARTS IN SPEECH – LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
Cherri L. Ackerman
Sonya H. Bansal
Sarah E. Booth
Lauren E. Bregar
Morgan E. Cain
Erika A. Carter
Michelle D. Clouse
Emma V. Coulter
Stephanie M. Davis
Kellie A. Edelen
Allyssa L. Farris
Jacquelyn M. Feret
Kimberly D. Goosby
Lauren E. Holecko
Kariisa N. Insellmann
Gayle M. Irwin
Hannah R. Janes
Lauren M. Kane
Lindsay Knight
Phoebe A. Mason
Kelly A. McKerrihan
Julianne Mier
Megan C. Nauman
Erica E. Poepplman
Christen L. Requieiro
Julie A. Sandish
Kara P. Stull
Brittanie A. Tillman
Tali R. Weinberg

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Amanda Archer
Jeanette M. Menapace
Jamie M. Savon
John K. Thomas

Candidates for Master’s Degrees
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREES (cont.)

Caryn Ann Neri  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nurse Practitioner

Rita F. Newberg  
**Child and Adolescent Health**  
Nurse Practitioner – Primary Care

Lisa K. Paflas  
**Child/Acute Care**  
Nurse Practitioner

Amanda E. Pelligra  
**Child and Adolescent Health**  
Nurse Practitioner – Primary/Acute Care

Christine D. Perebzak  
**Child and Adolescent Health**  
Clinical Nurse Specialist

Sharon E. Perry  
**Child and Adolescent Health**  
Nurse Practitioner – Primary Care

Pretti L. Polk  
**Child and Adolescent Health**  
Nurse Practitioner – Primary Care

Linda Preebe  
**Psychiatric Family**  
Nurse Practitioner

Jackie M. Pressman  
**Child/Acute Care**  
Nurse Practitioner

Camille Ann Rhodehamel  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nursing Clinical Nurse Specialist

Christina C. Roth-Vyhnal  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nursing Clinical Nurse Specialist

Alison M. Schoch  
**Child and Adolescent Health**  
Nurse Practitioner – Primary Care

Kristen Schulte  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nurse Practitioner

Amy M. Scribben  
**Psychiatric Family**  
Nurse Practitioner

Morgan Krista Shasteen  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nurse Practitioner

Kelly L. Simkins  
**Child/Acute Care**  
Nurse Practitioner

Ciara S. Simon  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nurse Practitioner

Megan M. Smith  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nurse Practitioner

Dewan E. Smith-Williams  
**Psychiatric Family**  
Nurse Practitioner

Tamiko C. Spencer  
**Nursing Service Administration**

Heather M. Sprouse  
**Child/Acute Care**  
Nurse Practitioner

Andrea L. Stephens  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nurse Practitioner

Melissa Anne Taylor  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nurse Practitioner

Angela M. Wamsley  
**Child/Acute Care**  
Nurse Practitioner

Julie A. Weber  
**Child and Adolescent Health**  
Nurse Practitioner – Primary Care

Laura Ann Wyrock  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nursing Clinical Nurse Specialist

Kelley L. Younkins  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nurse Practitioner

Samantha L. Zellhart  
**Adult Gerontological Health**  
Nursing Clinical Nurse Specialist

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NUTRITION AND DIETETICS

Anna E. Patsy

MARTY OF SOCIAL WORK

Danielle K. Antonio  
Deanna M. Baston  
Alexa R. Belcon  
Shaye K. Belcon  
Miriam A. Bilsky  
Alexa B. Breidinger  
Jessica A. Brothers  
Rebekah Bryson  
Jonathan M. Buchek  
Cassandra E. Caswell  
Robert M. Christian  
Christine Elizabeth Crine  
Kelsea A. Cross  
Edra L. Curry  
Suzanne F. Cutler  
Lindsay E. Dehaas  
Sean P. Delmore  
Mary A. Downs  
Cassie L. Durdel  
Abby N. Fischer  
Jodi L. Gates  
Desiree L. Greer  
Robert M. Haren  
Ben Hastil  
Kami C. Imes  
Christie A. Irey  
Jessica E. Jarvis  
Kathryn M. Keller  
Karla Paulina Kiehl  
Jessamyn E. Lawhead  
Meredith A. Lynch  
Kelly A. MacMullin  
Myeisha Marshall  
Brian J. McGhee  
Sandra E. Morales  
Chaeli F. Moyer  
Heather Murphy  
Melissa N. Newport  
Lisa Ann Peters  
Rickey R. Pierce  
Sarah E. Poe  
Shaunaugh G. Powell  
Jeffrey P. Roby  
Candy R. Ross  
Suzanne M. Sarris-Orlando  
Stephanie L. Sassano  
Tara A. Satterfield  
Bethany M. Simpson  
Christina J. Smith  
Sarah B. Sosinski  
Rachel L. Stile  
Patricia M. Symons  
Lindsey M. Teitelbaum  
Elizabeth M. Timmers  
Brittany A. Trask  
Laurel A. Turner  
Chelsea E. Wagner  
Deidra A. Walker  
Amanda M. Welker  
Elyse M. Wengen  
Kristen A. Wilcox  
Stephanie A. Willemann  
Patrice R. Wood  
Erin M. Woodson  
Daniel K. Wright III  
Rebecca L. Yako
College of Health Professions
Founded 2012
Interim Dean
Roberta A. DePompei

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Kristen L. Anderson
Cum Laude
Rana Barghouty
Summa Cum Laude
Courtney M. Bickel
Alexandria M. Bochkor
Mackenzie A. Cunningham
Summa Cum Laude
Erin M. Demko
Summa Cum Laude
Carly J. Fazio
Elizabeth A. Fowler
Summa Cum Laude
Liane K. Grazulis
Elizabeth A. Grubbs
Brandon J. Jurkovich
Magna Cum Laude
Kelly A. King
Ameleah R. Kreiner
Abigail D. Kuelling
Nichole M. Kus
Magna Cum Laude
Tyler R. Lewis
Shelby L. Masirovits
Benjamin M. Mason
Magna Cum Laude
Kara E. McCauley
Summa Cum Laude
Courtney A. McMahon
Magna Cum Laude
Mallory L. Mullins
Summa Cum Laude
Jillian R. Paluch
Magna Cum Laude
Alixia K. Reber
Cum Laude
Sabrina M. Richards
Yaniliz I. Rosario
Anna C. Schlarb
Summa Cum Laude
Kristen A. Shepherd
Magna Cum Laude
Kellie A. Smith
Summa Cum Laude
Katherine E. Weatherholt
Summa Cum Laude
Traci N. Willard
Ruth A. Wisniewski

BACHELOR OF ARTS/ SOCIAL WORK
Brian Michael Beeghley
Cum Laude
Katalin M. Buehrle
Magna Cum Laude
Hanna D. Cain
Suzanne L. Carpenter
Liesa K. Conversino
Summa Cum Laude
Jennifer L. Craig
Jessica N. DePasquale
Raynard A. Fitzpatrick
Jamie L. Gaspers
Emily M. Hudak
Katelyn E. Jarvis
Audrea F. Lang
Nicole Lich
Cum Laude
Rebecca Mach
Cum Laude
Jennifer R. Martino
Chantelle M. Matthews
Rachael L. Missman
Summa Cum Laude
Teyana S. Mosely
Jordan M. Nuissbaum
Ariel C. Perusek
Summa Cum Laude
Michael J. Pinter
Summa Cum Laude
Alexa A. Raymond
Cum Laude
Kelli M. Rose
Magna Cum Laude
Kara L. Rufener
Prentice L. Smith
Caitlin A. Stevens
Jennifer L. Sullivan
Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Sutton
Candace M. Talty
Magna Cum Laude
Ger Yang
Ashley A. Wiegel
Cum Laude
Jasmyne N. Wilson
Kimberly S. Wykoff
Summa Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPEECH – LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
Emily V. Armocida
Magna Cum Laude
Kaitla C. Bennett
Allison R. Blake
Valerie J. Davis
Magna Cum Laude
Megan E. Edwards
Malina A. Erb
Kasey A. Hawkins
Hillary A. Holmes
Marshay Maston
Summa Cum Laude
Danica Milosevic
Rachel J. Moledor
Cum Laude
Nicole R. Moore
Cum Laude
Anthony M. Munafò
Nicole M. Parent
Summa Cum Laude
Kathryn B. Russo
Summa Cum Laude
Megan R. Smith
Summa Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DIETETICS
Jane K. Balodis
Magna Cum Laude
Ariane Beaumont-Courteau
Summa Cum Laude
Elizabeth J. Bedell
Summa Cum Laude
Jacqueline D. Bolanz
Magna Cum Laude
Stephanie E. Carroll
Summa Cum Laude
Kourtney K. Cercek
Dana J. Costanzo
Summa Cum Laude
Jennifer D’Angelo
Summa Cum Laude
Elizabeth M. Davis
Magna Cum Laude
Dea M. Earnsberger
Cum Laude
Mandana Esmaeili
Magna Cum Laude
Anita M. Fini
Cum Laude
Samantha A. Fitzpatrick
Alexandra J. Greenhoe
Summa Cum Laude
Teyana S. Mosely
Jordan M. Nuissbaum
Ariel C. Perusek
Summa Cum Laude
Michael J. Pinter
Summa Cum Laude
Alexa A. Raymond
Cum Laude
Kelli M. Rose
Magna Cum Laude
Kara L. Rufener
Prentice L. Smith
Caitlin A. Stevens
Jennifer L. Sullivan
Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Sutton
Candace M. Talty
Magna Cum Laude
Ger Yang
Ashley A. Wiegel
Cum Laude
Jasmyne N. Wilson
Kimberly S. Wykoff
Summa Cum Laude

Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees (cont.)

Laura A. Quinn  
Cum Laude

Cortney A. Reed  
Magna Cum Laude

Nicole K. Roer  
Cum Laude

Elizabeth K. Saint-Amand  
Chelsea M. Schott

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOOD AND ENVIRONMENTAL NUTRITION

William R. Dombrowski Jr.  
Blake W. Maibach  
Summa Cum Laude

Danielle M. Terrell  
Summa Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Ahlam N. Abbas  
Cum Laude

Leslie Ann Adam  
Devon L. Albright  
Cum Laude

Jeremiah M. Alfman  
Magna Cum Laude

Kilani M. Amabile  
Magna Cum Laude

Nina A. Anastasi  
Gabrielle M. Anderson  
Lindsay M. Anderson  
Cum Laude

Amanda G. Arbogast  
Nathanael B. Arnold  
Stephanie M. Arnold  
Steven M. Ashanides  
Magna Cum Laude  
Teia M. Arkins  
Heidi J. Auck  
Summa Cum Laude  
Matthew R. Barrowcliffe  
Jacob G. Beam  
Ashley J. Boggs  
Joshua R. Brinley  
Cum Laude

Lidija J. Bruketa  
Melinda K. Bucher  
Cum Laude

John J. Budzyn  
Magna Cum Laude

Jillian M. Burnett  
Jacqueline Burns  
Kayla N. Cain  
Laura M. Campbell  
Thomas R. Campbell  
Jordan A. Cantrell  
Kara Brown Carnahan  
Cum Laude  
Devon L. Chappell  
Summa Cum Laude  
James D. Cooper  
Summa Cum Laude  
Casey A. Cotman

Katherine S. Cottrill  
Magna Cum Laude  
Adam L. Cox  
Michele N. Crabb  
David A. Cramer  
Tramiya L. Craven  
Tammy J. Deely  
Emily B. DeFelice  
Cum Laude  
Amanda R. Delaney  
Albert J. Derby IV  
Amy Deuble  
Colleen M. Dittmer  
Kathryn A. Dixon  
Cum Laude  
Jennifer J. Dolly  
Cum Laude  
Erica M. Dosen  
Magna Cum Laude  
Alyssa A. Dresner  
Magna Cum Laude  
Lisa M. Dunnie  
Magna Cum Laude  
Brandy J. Eberly  
Megan A. Edison  
Kevin J. Engler  
Melanie D. Estes  
Magna Cum Laude  
Veronica G. Farrell  
Bethany B. Filhour  
Summa Cum Laude  
Thomas P. Fisher  
Ashley J. Freeman  
Magna Cum Laude  
Kyle J. Fronckowiak  
Cum Laude  
Christina M. Gasche  
Barrett M. Gasser  
Summa Cum Laude  
Cole T. Gerken  
Cristal Gonzalez  
Felicia F. Gonzalez  
Crystal Lynn Goodman  
Summa Cum Laude  
Heather L. Hacker  
Amanda R. Harrington  
Summa Cum Laude  
Michelle M. Hartman  
Timothy P. Hartzell  
Magna Cum Laude  
Jane M. Healey  
Sarah P. Hendershot  
Summa Cum Laude  
Brittany R. Henderson  
Cum Laude

Carla J. Hergenrather  
Cum Laude  
Anna E. Herr  
Summa Cum Laude  
Ronald R. Heyduk  
Summa Cum Laude  
Brittany M. Hirth  
Summa Cum Laude  
Samantha E. Holcomb  
Marie R. Hollenbeck  
Sean W. Holvey  
Cum Laude  
Kailey A. Hruska  
Cum Laude  
Tina M. Hughes  
Cum Laude  
Stephanie D. Hunt  
Olivia R. Hutcherson  
Magna Cum Laude  
Angelika Jogasuria  
Angelina Jogasuria  
Nealy Kalista-Dinger  
Brandon N. Kasburg  
Magna Cum Laude  
Lauren N. Kent  
Summa Cum Laude  
Amingwa E. Khumbah  
Andrew P. Kochan  
Summa Cum Laude  
Nicole K. Koli  
Emily M. Kozy  
Magna Cum Laude  
Thomas L. Krieger  
Summa Cum Laude  
Pamela J. Ksenich  
Deanna L. Kupar  
Magna Cum Laude  
Charlene M. Labondano  
Rebecca J. Lance  
Cum Laude  
Mara Marie Larson  
Cum Laude  
Zachery Leemaster  
Benjamin Lehman  
Cum Laude  
Dmitriy L. Levin  
Samantha R. Lilly  
Summa Cum Laude  
Michael J. Lionetti  
Jessica Liszeski  
Gregory R. Logan  
Matthew J. Lower  
Cum Laude  
Malissa M. Lynn  
Magna Cum Laude  
Melissa T. Mahaney  
Layale B. Makki  
James J. Mallen  
Susan S. Maron  
Cassidy J. Martin  
April L. Maynard  
Vivian M. Mazzocca  
Cum Laude  
Brittany M. McLaughlin  
Kelly T. McMullen  
Cum Laude  
Alison L. McNutt  
Magna Cum Laude  
Jessica A. Mikaelai  
Summa Cum Laude  
Karen Miller  
Cum Laude  
Amelia M. Mirabella  
Cum Laude  
Daniel B. Molnar  
Meredith K. Molnar
Lora C. Mykytiuk  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Annette M. Nalepka  
*Cum Laude*

Andrew S. Neading  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Alehna C. Nickol  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Shauna M. Nighswander  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Marah N. Noland  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Christian O. Okoko  
*Cum Laude*

Emily A. Osterhage  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Megan A. Owens  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Tabitha M. Packard  
*Cum Laude*

Lee M. Palmer  
*Cum Laude*

Jessica A. Paluch  
*Cum Laude*

Jodi S. Parsons  
*Cum Laude*

Jeffrey S. Pendlebury  
*Cum Laude*

Jessica Peters  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Shayna S. Peterson  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Amanda M. Phillips  
*Cum Laude*

Jessica Irene Picking  
*Cum Laude*

Courtney R. Plance  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Wendy A. Plumley  
*Cum Laude*

Jessica S. Pratt  
*Cum Laude*

Tiffany M. Rachel  
*Cum Laude*

Helen D. Rasanow  
*Cum Laude*

Wendy R. Reiber  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Katherine P. Rennecker  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Taneesha M. Resar  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Martheanne Abbigail Balos  
*Retardo*  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Nicholas E. Reynolds  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Robert S. Reynolds  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Jeff S. Ridenbaugh  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Elizabeth A. Robards  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Anthony W. Rohrer  
*Cum Laude*

Felicia M. Rollison  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Brittany M. Sanford  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Lauren N. Saucier  
*Cum Laude*

Christina Rene Schmoll  
*Cum Laude*

Kathlene E. Schreffler  
*Cum Laude*

Dustin G. Schrom  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Andrea D. Sherry  
*Cum Laude*

Laura E. Sherry  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Patricia A. Shingler  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Jared J. Sinarski  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Katherine T. Sirlouis  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Linda C. Siska  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Carlton T. Sloan  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Erica I. Smallwood  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Christopher S. Smith  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Briana M. Spinelli  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Whitney L. Spurlock  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Natalie M. Stanic  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Sarah L. Stuart  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Sasha N. Stubrich  
*Leah L. Struck*

Xueqiao Sun  
*Lindsay R. Swank*

Zachary A. Szczepinski  
*Zachary A. Szczepinski*

Brittany N. Teis  
*Kara B. Tiffany*

Tamara Torres  
*Stephen S. Triola*

Brittany L. Tucker  
*Kristi L. Wagner*

Rachel L. Utendorf  
*Erin T. Vlahos*

Rachael N. Wasem  
*Rachael N. Wasem*

Rebekah A. Weismantel  
*Rebekah A. Weismantel*

Tayler Whitmyer  
*Ashley L. Will*

Whitney L. Spurlock  
*Whitney L. Spurlock*

Dianna L. Yacapraro  
*Renee L. Yates*
CANDIDATES FOR JURIS DOCTOR DEGREES

May 18, 2014
School of Law
Founded 1959
Interim Dean Elizabeth A. Reilly

MASTER OF LAWS
Andrew C. Begue
BA, Bowling Green State University

David E. Anderson
BS, The University of Akron

David A. Armstrong
BS, Miami University, Ohio

Linsey M. Aultz
BA, Ohio University

Benjamin A. Ayers
BS, The University of Akron

Courtney S. Baldwin
BSN, Kent State University

Andrew C. Begue
BA, Bowling Green State University

Craig M. Bicchou
BA, Grove City College

Kristen Harrington Boone
BA, The Ohio State University

Garrett J. Brown
BS, Ohio Northern University

Zachary G. Brown
BA, Youngstown State University

Jason Bucur
BS, Bowling Green State University

Matt R. Burckett
BS, Ohio Northern University

Thomas R. Cairns
BS, Miami University, Ohio

Anshey R. Callanan
BA, Georgia Southern University

Deborah J. Campbell
BA, Baldwin Wallace College

Kelly A. Carmen
BS, University of Dayton

Kelsie N. Carson
BA, Case Western Reserve University

Raymond J. Casey
BS, Walsh University

Joel D. Cavanaugh
BA, The University of Akron

Julianna R. Clark
BA, University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

Christopher S. Coleridge
BA, The University of Akron

Aaron B. Conrardy
BA, Texas A & M University – College Station

Nicholas J. Cota
BA, The University of Akron

Kayleigh M. Cowser
BA, Ohio Dominican University

David T. Craig
BA, Kent State University

Hannah L. Crews
BA, Walsh University

Amber R. Crowe
BA, The University of Akron

Joseph J. Darwal
BS, Miami University, Ohio

Casey J. Davis
BBA, Ohio Northern University

Matthew E. DeVore
BA, West Virginia University – Parkersburg

Christy M. Donnelly
BFA, The Ohio State University

Justin R. Downing
BA, The Ohio State University

Keith Dye
BS, Case Western Reserve University

Nathaniel A. Dynkiewicz
BA, John Carroll University

Stephen A. Eckinger
BA, Ohio University

Daniel D. Eisenbrei
BA, The Ohio State University

Holly A. Facer
BA, The University of Akron

Loren D. Fekete
BA, The Ohio State University

Ashley R. Fiest
BS, Kent State University

Nathan P. Franzen
BA, University of Dayton

Laura Frances Fryan
BA, Grove City College

Mark F. Graziani
BS, The Ohio State University

Stephen M. Gross
BA, The University of Akron
Stephen P. Gubbins  
BS, The Ohio State University

Holly M. Hagen  
BA, Baldwin Wallace College

Daniel J. Hampu  
BA, Mount Union College

Samantha Hardin  
BA, The University of Akron

Jason S. Harless  
BA, Arizona State University

Zachary A. Hawks  
BS, Ohio University

Brianna J. Hill  
BBA, The Ohio State University

Joshua D. Hokanson  
BA, Drury University

Tiffany L. Hoover  
BA, Muskingum College

Amy R. Inzina  
BS, Ashland University

Michelle Leigh Jack  
BA, Kent State University

Aneesh K. Johal  
BA, Case Western Reserve University

Jamison B. Johnson  
BA, Ohio Northern University

Nathaniel W. Johnson  
BA, The University of Akron

Elyssa D. Justice  
BS, University of Phoenix

Brian R. Kasecamp  
BS, Frostburg State University

Kaitlin J. Kline  
BA, Grove City College

Olivia M. Kotter  
BA, Trinity University, Texas

Brian R. Kozel  
BA, Baldwin Wallace College

Sarah M. Kufa  
BA, Mount Union College

James A. Kutchel  
BS, Youngstown State University

Brian M. Laney  
BS, The University of Akron

Claire Sehwa Lee  
BA, University of Washington

Ashley M. Lewis  
BA, John Carroll University

Sergey V. Litvak  
BA, Kent State University

Emmanuel S. Makris  
BS, Mount Union College

Joseph A. Manno  
BS, The University of Akron

Jyme Mariani  
BA, University of Texas – Arlington

Richard A. Maxwell  
BS, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology

Ashton E. McEvoy  
BA, Kent State University

Morgan S. Mc Kee  
BA, Ashland University

Joseph M. Messuri  
BS, The Ohio State University

Brittany R. Michael  
BS, West Virginia University – Morgantown

Jessica Miller  
BSW, Cleveland State University

Brandon A. Moermond  
BA, Kent State University

Katherine C. Mueller  
BA, Ohio University

Allyson G. Murray  
BA, Miami University, Ohio

Scott A. Newman  
BA, Rice University

Peter W. Nischt  
BS, The University of Akron

Jack L. Noble Jr.  
BS, The University of Akron

Amanda A. Novelli  
BA, University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill

Philip B. Orenstein  
BA, Wright State University

Olamide O. Oshodi  
BS, Southern Illinois University – Carbondale

Jaclyn A. Palumbo  
BA, The University of Akron

Kelly L. Parker  
BA, Kent State University

Breen R. Parry  
BS, Miami University, Ohio

Nikhil S. Paul  
BS, Miami University, Ohio

Lavel O. Payne  
BA, University of Virginia

Jessica L. Peplowski  
BS, The University of Findlay

Alexander E. Porter  
BA, Northern Illinois University

Brian J. Potash  
BA, The Ohio State University

Lee R. Potts  
BS, The University of Akron

Jason T. Quinn  
BA, Purdue University – West Lafayette

Theresa A. Rakocy  
BS, The Ohio State University

Kelle D. Redepenning  
BS, University of Mary

Alexandra M. Ripich  
BA, Rollins College

Thomas L. Scanlon  
BA, Walsh University

Rachel L. Scava  
BA, John Carroll University

Jennifer D. Schartiger  
BS, The University of Akron

Suzanne M. Schick  
BA, University of Maryland – College Park

Rodney B. Schofield  
BA, Youngstown State University

Ahmer H. Sheriff  
BA, University of Cincinnati

Amanda S. Smith  
BS, Allegheny College

Benjamin R. Sorber  
BA, Binghamton University, The State University of New York
Candidates for Juris Doctor Degrees (cont.)

Rodger T. Sorensen
BA, Brigham Young University

Lawrence J. Spoljaric
BS, The University of Akron

Jodi R. Stanley
BA, Walsh University

Kyle L. Stone
BA, The University of Findlay

Nathan S. Summers
BS, Brigham Young University

Richard J. Sykora II
BS, Hilbert College

Jason E. Talley
BS, Utah Valley State College

Raeed N. Tayeh
BA, Chicago State University

Julie A. Toth
BA, University of Nevada – Reno

Troy M. Valasek
BA, Muskingum College

Adam J. Vincent
BA, Walsh University

Amanda J. Webster
BA, College of The Holy Cross

Sara N. White
BS, The University of Akron

Andrew J. Wides
BS, Kent State University

Michael Joseph Williams
BM, The University of Akron

Chong M. Won
BS, DeVry University – Columbus

Elisa J. Wood
BA, New School University

April L. Woodward
BS, Lake Erie College

Chad B. Yoder
BA, Malone College

Scott A. Zackaroff
BA, Brandeis University
Recognition of the
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps

Established in 1919

The following cadets are commissioned as Second Lieutenants on May 10, 2014:

United States Army
Evan M. Bertsch
Andrew D. Bower
Andrew M. Bullock
Frank B. Domino
Phillip L. Franze
Charlotte R. Lorson
Vivian M. Mazzocca
Colin S. Miller
Matthew S. Mitchell
Tyler R. Roper
Justin E. Shandor
Jackson R. Smith
The University of Akron

The College of Business Administration
By authority of the Board of Trustees and on recommendation
of the Faculty hereby confers upon

A. Worthy Student

The Degree of
Bachelor of Business Administration

Together with all the rights and privileges pertaining thereto.
Witness the seal of the University and the signature of its officers
Given at Akron, in the State of Ohio, this ninth day of May, 2014.

A present-day diploma awarded at The University of Akron.
This statue of John R. Buchtel stands in the middle of the campus he helped found in 1870.
The Alma Mater for The University of Akron was written by the Rev. Augustus B. Church who was the last Universalist clergy to serve as president of Buchtel College (1901–1912). He was also the first person to assume the board responsibilities of chief executive officer. In fact, Church served both as president and as a trustee of the institution — as well as pastor of the First Universalist Church of Akron. Dr. Church understood the importance of higher education as a means to improve society, and he worked diligently on projects to successfully link the educational efforts of Buchtel College with the needs of a growing city. During his presidency, Buchtel College offered the world's first courses in rubber chemistry (1909).
The University of Akron's fight song, "The Akron Blue and Gold," was written in 1939 by Fred Waring, nationally known composer and leader of the wildly popular band, "Fred Waring and the Pennsylvanians." In response to a request from the University's student newspaper, Waring wrote "a distinctive song" for The University of Akron. "The Akron Blue and Gold" premiered over his NBC hookup on November 17, 1939, and has been used as the University's fight song ever since.
The Ohio Universalist Convention established a small, liberal arts college in Akron in 1870 and named it for one of the city’s prominent industrialists, John R. Buchtel. It was Buchtel who led a group of 100 individuals and 13 businesses in a fundraising campaign to build the college. On July 4, 1871, thousands of area citizens turned out to witness the results of that initiative, joining in a great celebration as the cornerstone was laid for a single but impressive structure that constituted Buchtel College. Both a visionary and a pragmatist, Buchtel believed that the vigor of any city is closely tied to the proximity of a high quality institution of higher education. Decades of progress, both for the city and for the college he helped to launch, have proven him right. With an enrollment of approximately 27,000 students from throughout Ohio, the United States, and 78 foreign countries, the successor of Buchtel College is one of the largest principal campuses in Ohio. Long committed to an academic tradition which stresses excellence, The University of Akron offers more than 300 associate, baccalaureate, and master’s degree programs and options, as well as 19 doctoral degree programs and four law degrees. Since 1914, the University has been accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, and it is currently classified at the highest level as a comprehensive, doctoral-degree-granting institution. Today, nearly 163,000 of its alumni live and work around the world.

Commencement Video Recording
Order commencement video online at http://www.akron.edu/registrar/graduation/comm-video-order.dot.
Cost is $25 per DVD, the deadline for ordering is August 1, 2014.

This program is not an official graduation list.
While every effort is made to ensure accuracy in this commencement program, printing deadlines sometimes prevent inclusion of candidates’ names, or may result in the use of names of persons not completing graduation requirements. All honors indicated in this program are tentative. Official degree honors for diplomas and transcripts will be determined after final grades are reported. This printed program, therefore, should not be used to determine a student’s academic or degree status. The University’s official registry for conferral of degrees is the student’s permanent academic record, kept by the Office of the University Registrar, Simmons Hall, Akron, OH 44325-6208.
Through our vibrant campus, global and regional partnerships, and vision of inclusive excellence, our mission is to use our connections to change lives and put each University of Akron student on a pathway to success.

With this mission in mind, the Akron Model is our legacy of effective collaboration with local governments, community partners and industry, which poises us for international leadership among institutions of higher learning. Our resources must be aligned with for-profit, not-for-profit and public partners to further advance economic and human welfare.

The Akron Model is about making everything we do relevant and connected to the economic health of our community. The University of Akron is a vital partner in bold initiatives like the Austen BioInnovation Institute in Akron, the Timken Engineered Surfaces Laboratories (TESL), the Innovation Alliance and The University of Akron Research Foundation (UARF).

All of these entities are forged through partnerships between researchers and visionaries, designers and creators, and producers and funders, bringing individual and organizational resources together in a shared mission. The Akron Model is “the whole” that is exponentially greater than “the sum of its parts.”

uakron.edu/akronmodel
Connected knowledge is shared with business and industry to help find new ways to solve difficult challenges. The Timken Engineered Surfaces Laboratories (TESL) is a place designed to speed the path between discovery and commercialization with students, faculty and industry partnered in the process.

According to UA President Luis M. Proenza, TESL epitomizes the Akron Model for economic development: “Universities must be engaged with the larger community and its regional economies to build a highly synergistic and reciprocal relationship with each other — universities feeding the economy and the economy feeding the university back.”

TESL is one of five specialized laboratories strategically housed within the UA Engineering Research Center to provide engineering solutions to meet regional, national and global needs. The other initiatives include:

- National Center for Education and Research in Corrosion and Materials Performance
- Institute for Biomedical Engineering Research
- Center for Advanced Vehicles and Energy Systems
- The National Science Foundation Center for Tire Research

The ultimate outcome of open innovation: creation of new jobs. The University is well positioned to provide qualified engineers, with 98 percent of eligible students participating in the co-op program. Furthermore, nearly 70 percent of students who co-op receive offers for full-time positions with their co-op employers after graduation.

In all, more than 92 percent of engineering graduates from UA land jobs in their fields within six months of graduation.
Connected knowledge is gained through collaborative research to advance our understanding and develop new technologies. As the public research university for Northeast Ohio, The University of Akron seeks to increase relevant knowledge for its stakeholders, including students, industries, governments and educational institutions.

The core element in UA’s economic development strategy is The University of Akron Research Foundation (UARF). This boundary-spanning organization links industry and the University by supporting entrepreneurial activities, expanding existing industries and stimulating new economic growth through technology commercialization of University-generated and industrially generated technologies.

UARF was founded in 2001 and has:

• entered into five joint ventures with major corporations
• assisted in the launch of 54 spin-off companies
• established a 650-member angel investor network that raised $485 million
• grown its assets to $15 million
• performed contracted research services that exceed $20 million
• manages a portfolio of more than 350+ U.S. patents and pending applications
• engaged in about 100 currently active industry-sponsored research agreements
• delivered $33 million worth of custom industry development training.

uakron.edu/uarf
Connected knowledge paves the way for The Akron Experience, which creates a personalized path for each student that includes internships and cooperative education (co-op), academic research (both undergraduate and graduate), study abroad, on-campus student employment and service projects — all of which prepare the student for a lifetime of achievement.

Spring 2014 graduate, Renee Calderon, grew up wanting to be a medical doctor, and wanting to make a difference in the lives of others. Through an opportunity to work in Dr. Yang Yun’s research lab here at UA, she has discovered how to best achieve both goals in the field of medicine.

Yun, an associate professor of biomedical engineering, works with undergraduate and graduate students on his varied research projects, including the study of cancer treatment with targeted drug delivery systems. It is a subject of keen interest to Calderon, a Goldwater Scholar and a double major in biomedical engineering and chemistry.

Calderon, who recently gave a presentation to members of UA’s Board of Trustees on her Akron Experience, told them that the opportunity to do undergraduate research for the past two years has been the highlight of her college career.

“I’ve found my passion,” notes Calderon. “Research is exciting and it suits me well. I’ll be working less directly with patients, but I will be able to help them and make contributions to medicine.”

This fall, Calderon will head to Rice University in Houston to begin work on a Ph.D. in Biomedical Engineering, with a focus on tissue engineering and biomaterials.